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Minnesota raises drinking age to 21
By BILL POND

Chief News Reporter

Gov. Rudy Perpich Monday
signed a bill passed by the Minnesota Senate over the weekend
which will raise the state's drinking age from 19 to 21 starting
Sept. 1, 1986.
The Senate passed the bill Friday night in a 42-21 vote. The
House rejected the bill but reversed its decision on Saturday by a
68-64 vote.
The bill has a "grandfather
clause" which would allow people who turn 19 before Sept. 1 to

Age to go up in September
clause lets drinkers keep drinking
continue to purchase alcohol.
The incentive for Minnesota
and more than 30 other states to
raise the drinking age came in
part from the federal government,
which has said it will cut some
highway funding from those
states that do not comply with the
age increase.
But the federal mandate does
not allow for any grandfather

clauses in the new laws. Sen. Bill
Diessner, a Democrat from Afton,
said Congress may pass legislation to approve grandfather
clauSes by Oct. 1.
If Minnesota did not raise its
legal drinking age to 21, it could
stand to lose $33 million in federal highway funding over the
next two years.
Diessner said the move to raise

the drinking age was not based
on the possible loss of $33 million
in highway funding, but to try to
cut down the number of drunk
driving accidents.
Some of the arguments against
the higher drinking age are that
19-and 20-year-olds will be more
likely to drink and drive because
they will not be able to get into
taverns and ni • htclubs. And 19-

Student lobby head Schmidt
takes student pleas to D.C.
By JANET MEISCH
Staff Reporter

Winona State's Jim Schmidt recently traveled to Washington
D.C. to testify before a House
subcommittee urging Congress to
reject administration budget cuts
in students financial assistance.
Schmidt joined another student
from New York, along with. educators from California, New Jersey and Massachusetts in an attack on the proposed cuts.
Under the proposed fiscal
budget, the number of students
now receiving financial aid would
be reduced from 5.6 million to 4.3
million. Currently 12 million students attend higher education institutions.
Testifying on behalf of the
51,000 students attending the
seven state universities in Minnesota, Schmidt told the subcommittee that many students are becoming discouraged from even

WSU prof
to run for
Congress
By PATRICK McILHERAN
News editor

Winona State University
professor Paul Grawe is running for Congress, and he
says he "fits the district."
The trick, he says, is getting
the voters to realize that.
Grawe teaches English at
Winona State, and late last
month he declared his candidacy for the congressional
seat currently held by New
Richland, Minn., Democrat
Tim Penny. Penny, who's
held the seat for two terms,
is the first Democrat to represent southeast Minnesota
in Congress for more than a
century. Many Republicans
throughout the region still
consider this a Republican
See Grawe, page 8
....11■111■
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Are jocks
dumb?

applying for grants or loans. With
cuts over the past five years he
said, "People are beginning to
believe aid is being phased oui

Jim Schmidt
altogether."
Schmidt claims that belief
could lead to many students giving up hope of attending college.
A chancellor of the New Jersey

higher education system agreed,
saying, "A lot of students are
going to look twice before taking
on thousands of dollars in highercost loans. Schmidt added that he will
graduate this spring with more
than $8,000 in outstanding loans.
"I've not had the guts to figure
out what the monthly payments
on the loans will be," said Schmidt.
Minnesota students will lose an
estimated $47.5 million in federal
grant money and pay higher interest rates in subsidized loans if
the proposed budget is adopted,
said Phil Lewenstein, a spokesman for the Minnesota, Higher
Education Coordinating Board.
"What this will mean is that students will choose not to attend
college or their grant awards will
be reduced."
Minnesota 1st District Rep. Tim

YY

and 20-year-olds will go to
Wisconsin, say the increase's opponents, which has a drinking
age of 19, increasing the amount
of drinking and driving.
Diessner said the higher drinking age will help save lives. He
said 19-and 20-year-olds have the
highest rate of being arrested for
driving while intoxicated — 20
percent — of any group in the
state.
Diessner said he hopes the bill
See Bottoms up, page 9
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See Schmidt, page 8

Woman sues school
over health service
By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

A former Winona State student
has filed a $50,000 malpractice
suit naming the university and a
doctor hired for its health center
as defendants.
A lawyer for Monica Mikulich,
White Bear Lake, Minn., notified
Winona State and the three other
named defendants, including
Winona Independent Physicians
and the State University Board,
of her suit Nov. 6, 1985.
The notification university officials received stated Mikulich felt
she was "unskillfully diagnosed
and treated," after approaching
Dr. Patrick Kessler at the Health
Center on Winona State's campus. It also stated the university,
"breached its agreement to pro-

vide quality health services and
negligently provided health care
services through its agent or representative, Dr. Kessler."
Mikulich, 21, went to Winona
State for two years as a nursing
major, finishing her sophomore
year before leaving in the spring
of 1984. She could not be reached for comment and her lawyer
refused to talk, holding to the
policy client confidentiality. "We
sometimes suffer from it, but its
more dangerous going the other
way," said an attorney at the office handling Mikulich's case.
Kessler was one of the doctors
usually contracted from local
clinics part-time by student affairs
to help the university's full-time
physician, Dr. Warren Haessly.
Those doctors, usually filling up a

Spring training

Winonan photo by Brian Poulter

Winona State freshman pitcher Mike Stark warms up with the
rest of the Winona State baseball team in Talbot Gymnasium on
Friday. Will Winona State team be able to capture the NIC
crown this year? See page 17 in sports.
total of 10 hours a week, receive
$50-60 per hour, while Haessly
receives around $30 per hour
($55,446 a year). "One doctor
can't handle all of the people who
come in at once on certain days,
and sometimes students want a
second opinion," said John
Kane, Vice President of Student
Affairs.
Kessler said Mikulich came into
see him complaining of tendonitis
(swelling of the tendon at the
point where it connects with the

bone) without a specific injury to
explain for it. "The pain had been
going on for several weeks. I
gave her a brace and anti-inflamatories."
Kessler said, to his understanding, Mikulich saw another doctor
who found she had osteochondritis dissecans (partial or cornplete detachment of a fragment
of articular cartilage and bone).
"Nobody knows what causes
See Malpractice, page 7

Helping the
eideriy

A new kind of
aerobics?
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The cuts in higher education

What if

• • •
The Minnesota House and Senate have adjourned without
working out their differences on a variety of major issues facing budget cutting measures. But a compromise has already
been reached on the budget for higher education for next
year. Assuming this compromise will be the one finally
adopted, these are the figures for higher education's finances in Minnesota for next year.
Bob Haukoos, a Republican
representative from Albert Lea,
said that although the figures for
higher education could still be
changed, he's confident they
won't shift radically. "We were in
agreement...on higher education," he said of the House-Senate conferees. Haukoos serves
on the education appropriations
committee.
With the legislature adjourning
before coming to a compromise,
a variety of things could happen.
The governor could go through a
process of "unallottment," deciding largely for himself where the
cuts would go. More likely, said

Haukoos, the conferees working
out a compromise between the
houses would continue to meet,
and when they came up with a
proposal that both Representatives and Senators liked, the
whole houses would be called
back into session to vote on the
proposition.
Of the cuts, Haukoos noted
that although the budget for the
Higher Education Coordinating
Board, or HECB, was cut, none
of the money for the state's
Scholarship and Grant program
will be removed. Savings there
are being made by putting off a
planned expansion of the program for a year.
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Changes pending on
enrollment options act
By DALE KURSCHNER

their intent to attend college early
Changes are pending in Minne- enough for high schools to plan
sota's new act allowing high for it financially. This year,
schoolers to attend colleges on Winona School District could be
facing a loss of $76,000 from one
taxpayers' money.
year's worth of the options act.
The Minnesota House of Representatives approved a bill spon- Kusch said that under the new
sored by Majority Leader Connie guidlines, high schools would be
Levi Feb. 25 calling for changes able to figure in that loss of stuin the Post Secondary Enrollment dent foundation aid (tax money
Options act she originally author- per pupil) when planning the
fiscal year's budget. Last year,
ed nine months ago.
After going to the Senate, the officials planned on having the
bill was sent back to a confer- money they lost through the opence committee, which then sent tions act, not knowing how many
a finalized version back to the students would participate in the
floors of the House and Senate. program and, consequently, take
At press time yesterday after- money away from the school. "It
noon, the House had approved would also ask kids to really think
the bill; the Senate was still work- things through before making a
decision."
ing on it.
Kusch said he would have liked
If approved by the Senate, the
to have seen the legislature focus
bill would:
• Call for all high schoolers to more on the actual "rigorous purnotify their counselors of their in- suit of excellence," as the origitent to take college courses the nal act described was its purfollowing school year by March
31.
• Require those students taking college courses for college
credit to pay for them on their
own. If they took the college courses for high school credit only,
the high school's taxpayers'
money would cover the cost.
• Limit how many quarters or
semesters a student could be in
the program.
Winona Senior High School
Principle Fred Kusch said he felt
the bill, if approved, would be an
improvement over what the guidlines were previous to it.
Perhaps the strongest improvement the bill would create, Kuscp
felt, would be the requiremerit
having students notify officials .of

Students, city learn
new parking rules
By JANET MEISCH

Winonan graphic by Patrick Mcllheran

Chief Editor

Odd-even catching on

pose. "We have a number of students taking specialization courses instedad of (general courses).
Instead of taking English, they
take English Literature, focusing
on just one area," Kusch said.
"Do you become a neuro-surgeon before you understand the
basics of surgery?"
"I think overall, the kids are
doing great over there," Kusch
said. But there are problems.
"We have a number of students
who have duplicated courses,"
about 25 percent, he estimated.
Some students are taking college
courses offering almost the same
subject material as the high
schools, he said.
Rep. Bob McEachern, DFL-St.
Michael, proposed disallowing
state-aid payments to college
courses taken by students that
are comparable to those allowed
in high school. The bill, however,
died in the committee it originated in by a vote of 14-10.

ceived a ticket when no snow removal was necessary. "We found
It appears Winona residents
out from talking with other cities
and students are catching on to that unless you continually tag
the new alternate parking ordi- people, they will not learn the
nance that went into effect
system," said Knight. "If we only
Feb. 3.
had people move their cars when
In the first two weeks of the orit snowed, we would end up towdinance's existence, the city issuing a lot of cars."
ed about 4,000 warnings to those
Citizens are following the rules
vehicles parked on the wrong
more closely now, say police.
side of the street, according to
"Winona is basically a conservaLieutentant Dave Knight of the
tive town and this means that
Winona Police Department.
most people are resistant to
The rule requires that on evenchange," said Knight.
"We decided
numbered calendar dates "We may find out in
the old system
vehicles must five years that this isn't
wasn't workbe parked on the answer either, but
ing and the
the side of the
new ordinance
street with at least we can say that
was needed.
even house we tried."
We may find
out in five
numbers, and
Police Lt. Dave Knight
years that this
on odd days,
must be on the odd side. The rule
isn't the answer either, but at
is in effect every day from 1- 6:30 least we can say that we tried."
a.m. until May.
The ordinance is in effect until
After the first two weeks, how- May 1, which will allow time for
ever, tickets have been given the city to clean up the ice-control
to violators of the ordinance. "In sand on the streets.
the month of February, more than
Bob Bollant, Winona's director
1,000 tickets were issued,"
of public works, said that the first
Knight said. "Depending on what weekend that it snowed, the city
else is going on around town, our towed 100 cars in two nights.
night shift may write up to 30 or "Numbers like this will decrease
40 tickets in one night."
as people get used to the sysKnight said police have receiv- tem," said Bollant. He feels that
ed numerous phone calls from the system has helped the city do
people questioning why they re- a better job in curb-to-curb plowing of the streets.
Staff Reporter
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Thinking of taking
some time off of
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Reciprocity makes state cheap for neighbors
By STEVE EISWIRTH
Asst. News Editor

Some of Winona State's nearly
5,400 students attend school less
expensively than others, but
they're not Minnesota residents.
Tuition reciprocity, an agreement that permits any Wisconsin,
North or South Dakota student to
attend any Minnesota public college (and vice versa) and pay a
tuition rate similar to that of a
comparable college in their home
state, is the reason they can attend Winona State cheaper.
Student eligibility for reciprocity
is determined by officials in students' home state. Approval is
given to students for one year,
and they must re-apply for reciprocity at the start of every academic year.
According to Admissions Director Jim Mootz, resident students
at Winona State currently pay
$29.25 per credit, while Wiscon-

"Our state (Wisconsin) funds a greater proportion of student fees.
Minnesota wants students to pay more from their pockets."—
Wisconsin financial aid officer
sin students with reciprocity pay
$24, North Dakotans pay $26 and
South Dakotans pay $23.75 per
credit. Non-resident students
without reciprocity pay $53.70 per
credit.
There were 647 Wisconsin reciprocity students enrolled in winter
quarter, eight from South Dakota
and only four from North Dakota.
Mootz believes over the years,
about twice as many Minnesotans have gone to Wisconsin
schools than the other way
around. He said that nearly half
the University of Wisconsin –
River Falls' enrollment is from
Minnesota, Minneapolis and St.
Paul in particular. While four of

Minnesota's largest cities — Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth, and
Bloomington — are close to
Wisconsin and the four state universities in_that state's northwest,
most of Wisconsin's population is
in the east, far from Minnesota
universities.
Mootz explained that states
with reciprocity agreements settle
any financial shortfalls caused by
tuition imbalances at the year's
end.
Reciprocity students don't get
all the breaks, however. Bob Lietzau, director of financial aid at
Winona State, noted that reciprocity students receive less financial aid than resident stu-

We're looking for

Editors

Specifically, an editor-in-chief,
and editors for our
news, feature,
arts, and sports sections.
Think you're good enough?

By AMY DONAHUE
A shipment of grain from Minnesota, which Winona area high
schools helped finance, reached
famine-stricken Africa two
months ago.
The grain was sent to Africa by
the Minnesota Coalition for African Famine Relief. "Minnesota
schools raised over $45,000 last
year to help in famine relief,"
said Marth Ballow, coordinator for
the program.
Winona State students also
took part in raising money for
famine victims in Africa. The Lutheran Campus Center sponsored a tri-college benefit concert for
hunger in poor countries and
here in Kryzsko Commons last
spring. The benefit required a $2
donation for admission and was
estimated to have taken in more
than $1.000.
Broken down irito three categories, the majority of Winona
State's contribution went to the
American Lutheran Church, and
was divided between two of their
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relief groups. Most of that money
($610) was sent to Lutheran
World Relief, an American organization with a special system of
sending money directly to the
starving people in Africa, said
Joan Twiton, ALC hunger program assitant. To help world-wide
hunger, $203 was given to the
Lutheran World Federation,
which is an international organization that helps needy countries.
The remaining $203 went to
The Winona Volunteer Services
to help local people. Most of the
money was used to restock food
shelves, according to John
Bauch, Coordinator for Winona
Volunteer Services."Our biggest
continuous need is food," said
Brauch, "This (month) there is
going to be another drive to stock
the emergency food shelves."
There is not only a continuous
need for help in Winona but also
in Africa and other famine-stricken parts of the world. But concern for African famine relief

LIQ
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nr_Ja

Includes Free Movie
NABISCO
STRIPED
SHORTBREAD OR
PARTY GRAHAMS
COOKIES
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08z.

Local efforts
reach Africa
Chief Feature Reporter

Apply at our office, 113 Phelps,
or call 457-5119.

MOVIES

dents. Additionally, Wisconsin
students must pay for their books
in Minnesota, whereas many
Wisconsin colleges have a textbook rental policy which saves
students money each quarter or
semester.
Jim Morgan, controller for the
University of Wisconsin – La
Crosse, believes that any gripes
people have about reciprocity
should be directed toward government. "It's a government
problem, not a specific school's
problem. Our state (Wisconsin)

funds a greater proportion of student fees. Minnesota wants students to pay more from their
pockets," he said.
The current reciprocity setup
was put in place several years
ago, at the urging of Minnesota
officials. Previously, Wisconsin
students would pay the same at
Minnesota schools as would Minnesotans, with Wisconsin
making up the difference. But
with a larger number of Minnesotans attending Wisconsin schools,
this state was paying out more in
financing educations at Wisconsin schools, and so the system
was changed to its current form.

7

1,

FOUR SEASONS
LIQUORS
157 East 3rd—Winona
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Editorial
Winonan
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Dale Kurschner
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Patrick Mcllheran

Lisa Larson

News Editor

Mark Hoffman

Feature Editor

Paul Marszalek

Photo Editor

Columnist

Taps to principles
The drinking age will be going up to 21 in Minnesota Sept. 1 this
year. And, appropriately enough, it will do so a few days before
most colleges in the state start up again.
With the age, say goodbye to Charlie's, Mingles, The Nasty
Habit, Bugsy's, and Rascals as you know them now. They will
change a great deal, if they survive the impending heavy loss in
customers.
With the age, say hello to more drinking in the dorms, and the
hassles involved with students breaking a law by drinking under
age, instead of simply violating university rules.
With the age, smile big with the money Minnesota is getting
through federal blackmail we all condoned to maintain our highways.
With the age, sleep well at night knowing our principles were laid
aside or forgotten about. Principles of freedom, of equality, of choice and of fairness took the back seat, as money and apathy won
the battle.
Age discrimination and blackmail — obviously two things any
American can be proud to support. And with such loyalty to our
freedom, while we sleep well after driving on easily paid-for roads,
perhaps we'll wonder what area of our freedom is next to die, or
better yet, what ridiculous restriction on our freedom will we let form
in the future.
But then again, perhaps we won't.

Letters

Better Options

Black student group
advisors respond

High schoolers going to college for free, off of taxpayers' money,
getting credit for college courses towards both their high school diploma and college career: That's the Post Secondary Enrollment
Options Act of today. Our state created it late last spring. It went
into effect in the summer, and started being used by students in the
fall of 1985.
The act brought about a lot of criticism. From high schools, there
came the cry, "You can't take away our state allocations for students so late in the year!" High schools have to plan their fiscal
year in the spring. The act, however, let high school students announce their decision to attend a college as late as the college application deadlines. And because of that, high schools' fiscal plans
fell apart, as money they planned on receiving to pay for their faculty went out of their hands to colleges and universities.
Then there came cries like, "Too many students are simply taking easy college courses to (1), get out of their high school courses
and (2), start accumulating college credits for free!" You see, the
act didn't specify what sort of grades an interested student would
need to have to go to college. It also didn't specify that students
could not take duplicate courses (similar to those they already had
taken in high school) or easier courses (i.e. college calligraphy instead of required high school English).
College students cried, "Hey, you can't have taxpayers pay for all
of their education when we have to pay for it largely on our own!"
Counselors and some psychologists cried, "It's too hard to tell if
a student is developed enough to handle the changes in the social
enviornment from high school to college!"
Other complaints were made. But high schoolers liked it, and
their grades showed they did as well, if not better, than typical postsecondary freshmen. Support, however, was low, and some legislators were talking about scrapping the act altogether.
Then came Majority Leader Connie Levi, IR-Dellwood, the originator of the options act. She brought up a proposal which later became a bill, which is now approaching becoming an act.
Levi's original idea was a good one — to encourage students interested in pursuing a rigorous education. But the act was set up
too swiftly, with not enough time taken to properly look into and
counter the act's possible negative effects. Many people, thus, were
upset by it.
Levi came back this year, among the criticism, hurting school districts and disgruntled college students, to modify her creation. Her
bill would require interested high schoolers to inform their counselors of their intent to take college courses by March 30 of the year
they're interested in going. It would also require students to pay for
college courses if they wanted college credit. If not, the college
courses would only be credited to the high schooler's diploma and
would be paid for by taxpayers.
Levi came back and the Post Secondary Enrollment Options Act
will hopefully be accepted with less criticism and used more constructively next fall. Her first shot was based on a good idea, and
hopefully her second attempt at establishing a sound Post Secondary Enrollment Options Act will succeed for high schoolers, their
high schools, colleges and college students.

To the Editors:

The BCA Advisors feel that
it is important that we respond to
your Feb. 19, editorial "Reverse
Apartheid?" and the accompanying cartoon.
We are deeply concerned that
statements such as the one that
BCA draws "social boundaries
based purely on race" and an
article title such as "Reverse
Apartheid" completely misrepresent the purpose and character of BCA. In essence, BCA is
largely a support group of individuals with a common heritage
and shared pride in that heritage. It is no more dedicated to
exclusion or separatism than is a
Polish Heritage society or an International Students Association
or a Non-Traditional Students
group or even a chess club. Indi-

viduals who have something in
common enjoy opportunities to
be with other like-minded individuals.
Even more distressing, however, than the misrepresentation
of the group, is the utter insensitivity manifested by: 1) associating Black History Week and the
BCA with the word apartheid
which describes one of the
world's most morally repugnant
systems, and 2) running a Little
Black Sambo caricature which
many black and white members
of the university community
found offensive and racist (in impact if not in intent).
Editorial pages are, and
should be, forums for opinion
and discussion. Yet all opinions
are not equally valid or helpful or
challenging. To the extent that
an editorial challenges readers
to question, examine, stretch,
and grow, it has accomplished
its purpose. To the extent that it

Clarification
In the Feb. 19 Winonan, page 11, Rev. Gregory L. Bey should
have been quoted as saying, "We are dedicated to preaching the
Word of God, popular or not."

Job opening
The Winonan is seeking students interested in being Chief Editor
or one of the sub-editors of next year's publication. Salary is included in those positions. For more information, stop by 113 Phelps or
call 457-5119.

Winonan
Chief Editor
News Editor
Feature Edtior
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Asst. News Editor
Asst. Feature Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
Asst. Photo Editor
Chief News Reporter
Chief Feature Reporter
Columnists:

Dale Kurschner
Patrick Mcllheran
Lisa Larson
Sue LeTourneau
Tom Tusa
Brian Poulter
Steve Eiswirth
Sheri Jacobson
Wayne Bower
Dan Reiland
Bill Pond
Amy Donohue
Paul Marszalek

allows us to be comfortable with
our prejudices and reinforces a
non-empathetic, non-complex
viewpoint, it has failed as an editorial and has no place in a university community.
Elly Colapietro,
Jon Kosidowski,
Hosea Perry,
Mary Kay Perrin, BCA advisors

Grad vs. Prof.
I am distressed that a professor will challenge a graduate of
Winona State University.
This distresses me because I
know each in passing. Tim Penney is far and away the most
straight-forward, honest, and intelligent.
Tim has been involved in leadership positions in high school,
college, and now in U.S. Congress. He was Student Senate
President, and is a sub-committee chair.
My personal knowledge of Tim
is such that he is best for us now
and will continue to be best for
us (the students and general
public). I have faith that Tim is
going to be perhaps one of the
greatest representatives from
this district ever.
Let's elect him again and
again.
Sincerely,
James Bell
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Opinion
Letters
All whites are racist

Got a light?
"I didn't know you smoked!" a friend said accusingly.
"I don't," I answered.
"You do!" she insisted.
"Wrong ," I insisted.
"Look, I saw you last night with a cigarette hanging out of your
mouth!"
"Exactly," I admitted, "but it was an unlit cigarette hanging out of
my mouth."
"What for?"
"Effect."
"What effect?"
"I don't know, the cool guy effect. Look, I just did it to impress
women."
She burst out laughing. She knew me too well. She knows that I
think smoking is the most disgusting and offensive act regularly performed in public. The cigarette was hanging out of my mouth in
imitation of the smoker sitting next to me. I was giving her a hard
time. It was my subtle way of saying, "Hey! that smoke you're blowing around here is making me sick, would you please refrain from
doing so?"
Okay, so I'm not the most subtle guy in the world. But I'm convinced that most people feel the same way about smoking as I do.
Unfortunately, most people tolerate smokers.
Most people tolerate watering eyes, gagging for breath, and the
horrible stench every time they go out in public. A total ban on
smoking in public places would be wonderful. Too bad it's unrealistic.
Let's take a tour of our campus and check out some of the legacy
smokers have left: Take a deep breath as we enter the smaug
(SMOG). Please note the cloud formations as we head toward the
union. Now that we're in the union, we get some quarters and play
a game of Space Contras. Note the burn marks all over the machine— especially next to the hyperspace button. Next we move
next door to take in some MTV in the world's largest ash tray, the
Art Tye Lounge. Nice job on the carpet, smokers. Must be hundreds
of cigarette burns on the floor. Would your mom let you do that at
home?
Some smokers are discreet about what public places are "proper" to smoke in. For instance, why don't we see too many people
blazing up in church? Hmmmm. On the other hand, smokers love to
pollute laundromats. That truly amazes me. Nothing like spending a
few bucks to have your clothes smell like a pack of Virginia Slims.
I've given up on laundromats. Now I take my dirty clothes down to a
bar and throw them in a corner for a few hours. The result is the
same.
Smokers, stop it. Not for your sake. I don't care if you want to
cough up chunks of your lungs for the rest of your shortened life.
Stop smoking for the sake of the non-smokers. We simply don't deserve to be affected by your bad habit.
I'm sure those of you who smoke are not really all that happy with
me, and I'm sorry if I offended you. But remember, you've been offending me for years.

To the Editor:
Congratulations — you have
sunk to new depths (and they
said it couldn't be done)!
I am referring to the ugly display of racism and cultural ignorance in your editorial entitled,
"Reverse apartheid?," (Winonan, Feb 19, 1986) and its accompanying illustration.
As members of the dominant
(white) culture (which has instituted racism in almost every
aspect of our society) we lose
sight of an important fact. It is almost impossible to grow up
black in America and not be

aware of white culture — we are
all immersed in and bombarded
by it. The reverse is not true;
most whites have very little
knowledge of black culture,
black history or any other nonwhite awareness.
The Black Cultural Awareness
organization can provide us with
exposure to black culture. Fostering an understanding and appreciation of another culture
does not support gaps, it bridges
them.
The history of racism in this
country is white history; it is the
story of our grandparents, our
parents and ourselves. Whether
we choose to or not, as whites

we all harbor racist attitudes —
we were raised with these attitudes and we extract privilege
from them. As members of the
dominant culture we automatically get certain benefits from
being white. These benefits are
denied to people of color just as
automatically. As whites we have
greater economic opportunity,
acceptance, access to institutions, validation and safety.
People of color have no obligation to help us.
Sincerely,
Judi Nelson-Hall

Students are too busy to care
There's a political 'science professor I have, and
he's an expert when it comes to dealing with legislatures. Last week, he was in top form, decrying
the fizzled lobby effort by students in late February.
The deal was this: Students from a variety of
public and private colleges took a trip to St. Paul in
what was to be a dramatic show of student opposition to proposed cuts in state aid to higher education. The whole show was planned by the Minnesota Education Association teachers' union, and
the students were invited along.
The trip was a big, fat failure. A grand total of 50
students showed up. Last year, they packed the
Capitol's rotunda for a similar event. Embarrassing, as my teacher put it.
What went wrong? I asked some of the organizers of the trip, one of whom was Jeff Peterson, a
Student Senator here and a man who's been waltzing with politics for some time.
Peterson blames the failure of the lobby effort on
poor timing. The statewide student alliance that
coordinated the tuition-payers' half of the effort
didn't hear about it until two weeks before D-Day,
said Peterson, which hardly gives any organization
enough time to line up a protest. Students need
more than two weeks to decide whether they'll
blow off a day's classes to try to keep tuition from
going up again.
But both my teacher and Peterson hit another
point: it would be easier to get more students if
more students cared about what the legislature
was doing. As it is, said Peterson, most folk here
seem all too quick with handy reasons why they
just can't make it up to the lobby day.
Maybe they've both got a point. Anyone who's
ever tried to organize anything more ambitious
than an evening's drinking trip downtown knows
how hard it is to get anyone motivated to come
along. Everyone's too bushed from a hard day's
classes, everyone has too many credits this guar-

Inside WSU
By Patrick Mcllheran
ter, and everyone's promised they'd show up at
aerobics tonight, anyway. That's the way people
are.
But I like to think both my professor and Peterson are missing something. There are a lot of students who are heavily into life in this school, and
who, in all honesty, don't think politics are terribly
important. They've got more vital things to do than
bop on up to St. Paul for a day of lobbying. That's
wonderful.
In a free society like ours, a life that revolves
around politics is a sign of misplaced priorities.
Politics is the art of government, and in our country, government is not the key player. Most of the
important decisions, ideally, should be made by
you and me, settling our own private affairs privately. Lately, this theme seems to be making a
comeback.
It's almost a pollster's cliche in the last few years
that a study of college students' attitudes will show
a lot more interest in future careers than in saving
the world from itself. A veritable plethora of studies
show students becoming more "selfish," less
likely to hold spontaneous demonstrations in the
student union, more likely to study hard, join the
accounting club, and worry about getting a good
job. Politics, my professor says, are passe.
I think that's something to be cheerful about.
Maybe I'm getting it wrong, but it seems more and,
more students are realizing it's not politics that
drives society, it's people productively chasing
after ROTC and aerobics, high grades and bright
futures, noble ideals and obscene profits.

Common sayings are ridiculous, but fun
Consider for a moment all the ridiculous
sayings and cliches that people use day
after day. If you thought about it for any
length of time, I am sure you would find
most of them to be nothing short of completely absurd.
For instance, remember the last time
someone, perhaps your own father,
screamed in anger, "How would you like a
knuckle sandwich or a slap across the
face?" You probably sat there with a

blank look on your face not knowing quite
how to respond. If you're like me, you
most likely were thinking, "I would love a
good smack across the face, I was just
waiting for you to ask." I sometimes wonder, when people ask questions like
these, exactly what kind of response do
they expect? It's kind of like being spanked as a child and hearing the words,
"This is going to hurt me more than it

On the Lighter Side
By Mary Krocheski
hurts you." You may have wondered how

that could have been possible when you
couldn't sit down for the next week.
The funny thing about it is that we all
repeat these senseless sayings over and
over again. Although we use them to
make a specific point, if you look at their
literal meanings, they tend to make no
sense at all.
"You can't have your cake and eat it
too." This seems like a silly one to me.

What is the point of having a cake if you
can't eat it? I don't know anyone that

would buy or make a cake if they knew
they couldn't eat it. Or what about when
your mother says, "Don't lose your head!"
How many of us are actually capable of
losing our heads, even if we tried?
You may have even had a teacher that
gave you an assignment and was kind
enough to warn you, "Always remember,
two heads are better than one." You probably walked away from the classroom
wishing you had a spare head.
The last time someone gave me something really nice I almost turned in respon-

se to say, "You never gave me anything!
Thank God they stopped me by saying,
"Don't tell me I never gave you anything."

I don't know if I'd have a friend left in the
world if I didn't receive this kind of good
counsel every now and then.
My all-time favorite one is the saying,
"Either shit or get off the pot." I am sure
most of us spend our afternoons sitting on
a toilet when we really don't have to go. I
am so relieved that someone told me that
if I don't have to use it, I really shouldn't
sit on the pot.
I suppose we could go all day without
rehearsing famous cliches and spouting
off passed-on sayings. But who would
want to do that? Every time we hear these
thoughtful bits of wisdom we can giggle
inside and pass on their profound meaning to others.
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Administrators
served by union
state level. State officers attend
state representative conferences
and communicate the needs of
this university to higher-ups in the
system. On the local level,
Winona State President Stark
meets and consults with local officers on school issues.
The union's new contract, to
govern pay and working conditions from July 1985 through
June 1987 was approved by
MSUAAF members shortly before
Christmas break, both on campus
and throughout the system.
Some of the changes in the
new contract include having salaries distributed more evenly
throughout the year and increasing employee benefits, like more
complete health insurance coverage.
The members of MSUAAF also
wanted changes that they
couldn't get passed. Representatives wanted a stronger contrast
statement in respect to guaranteed sabbatical leave; this was
not attained, but general approval
of sabbatical leave was. Another
area that members felt needed
improving was permanent security for employees.
Under this plan, after 20 years
of service, an employee could not
be laid off for any reason.

By TERRI SCHMIEDLIN
Staff Reporter

Winonan photo by Brian Poulter

Grab some Z's
A Winona State student takes advantage of
the couch in the lobby of the Performing Arts

Center between classes Monday.

Winona State students are
helped daily by the school's administrators, counselors, and
other service people. But who
tries to help the service personnel?
A union called the Minnesota
State University Administrative
and Service Faculty does. The
group is set up to represent the
administrative staff here at
Winona State and other state universities. Its members are those
who work in areas other than
teaching, maintenance, and food
service — workers in registrar's
or admissions' offices, counselors, and the like.
The union, which is associated
with the Teamsters, represents
29 employees from Winona
State, including "fair-share"
members, who are either employees re-hired on an annual basis
or those who don't want to join
the union, but are forced to do so
partially by state law.
Like most unions, MSUAAF is
designed to negotiate a contract
for its members. Union leader
and Winona State counselor
Charles Bentley said his group's
aim is "to upgrade our own employee benefits and working conditions."
MSUAAF exists on a local and

Work, scholarships — money

ZACH'S ON
THE
TRACKS

Students finding many
ways of paying for school
By TERRI SCHMIEDLIN
Staff Reporter

Paying for school is a major
concern for every college student, and at Winona State, students aren't very different, using
a variety of ways to pay their way
through school. But some of
those methods are out of the ordinary.
Many use common means,
such as summer jobs, work during the school year, loans and
other financial aid, and various
scholarships. Some students
have parents who are fortunate
enough to pay for them, with little
or no help from the student.
But then there are others.
Sherri Branum, for example, is a
freshman, and has a four-year
scholarship from the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, Minn., for up to
$2,000 a year, renewable every
year. She's eligible because one
of her parents works at the clinic.
She also met the scholarship's
academic requirements.
The $2,000 pays for Branum's
tuition and fees only, with any
extra going back to the clinic's
scholarship fund. So to pay for

housing and food, she earned approximately $1,200 by working at
a nursing home as a nurses's
aide. When asked if she will be
working at the same nursing
home, she said, "I'm not sure.
Next summer I may get a job at
the Mayo Clinic."
In order to pay for the leftover
expenses, Branum has taken out
a guaranteed student loan, and

"My parents can't be expected to pay for four of
us to go to college —
Teresa.
has a work-study job to earn
spending money.
Many students work to pay for
school, but few work as hard as
Teressa Pivec, a sophomore.
Teressa began working at a
Dairy Queen when she was 14
years old. By the time she was
17, Teressa was a store manager.
While that itself wasn't so unusual, what she did in addition
was.
Teressa worked full-time during
her senior year in high school

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
A confidential, non judg mental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.
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and put extra effort into her
schoolwork in order to graduate
early. She needed to earn more
money. "My parents can't be expected to pay for four of us to go
to college," Teressa said.
She also works full-time during
school breaks, sometimes taking
a day off. The money goes only
for school, she says, since she
owns no car or stereo, and
travels little. She also has a workstudy job.
Reasonable
thought would
say that with all the work Teressa
does, she wouldn't have to do
anything else to get money. But
she did. Teressa, with the help of
her father, invested in stocks. Unfortunately, the stocks didn't have
much time to earn money because Teressa needed the investment dollars to pay her tuition.
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Malpractice
that, and , the treatment doesn't
seem to have much effect on the
outcome."
Another Winona State sophomore stated she felt she had
been given poor treatment by another physician hired part-time by
student affairs for the health service. Nursing major Dawn Girard
said she had a broken ankle
diagnosed and treated as a
sprain by Dr. Bruce Davey.
Davey and Kessler worked in the

See Doctors, page 8
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same office of Winona Independent Physicians until Kessler
moved to Iowa late last spring.
Girard said she went to the
health service after falling off her
bike. "I told him (Davey) X-rays
were at the hospital. He said he'd
go over and take a look at them if
he felt it was needed." She
claims he never took a look at
them.
Girard said Davey put her on
crutches and said she should be
healed within a week. "I walked
on it and it wouldn't heal so he
put me back on crutches."

Continued from page 1
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Senate vs. Malaysian
Student Senate members from Winona State
play a game of volleyball against some
Malaysian students last Wednesday night in
Talbot Gymnasium. The game was used to

foster good will between the two groups of
people. Malaysian students comprise the largest group of international students on campus.
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By SHERI JACOBSON

Asst. Feature Editor

A Winona State University student is suing her former landlord
for failure to receive a rental deposit upon moving out before the
school year's end.
Sandy Whitlow, senior education major, said she and her two
roommates never signed a rental
lease holding them to the apartment, because the landlord,
Steph Rian, "never made himself
available." Also, the former tenants said they needed explanations on the lease that they never
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P O. Box 46 ,5618, Cincinnati, OH 45246-618,
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were able to ask Rian about.
Therefore, Whitlow and roommates believe they should get
their deposits back.
According to Rian, however,
the three women were subleasing
from three others for a 12-month
period on a verbal agreement, so
by moving out the women violated the terms of the lease. Rian
said he tried to work with the students on it.
Whitlow and roommates decided to move out of 701 W. Howard
St., because they could not afford
payments after two other roommates moved out during fall quarter, said Whitlow. According to
Whitlow, she and roommates
notified Rian 60 days in advance
to their moving out, and "he
didn't seem to have any objections then," Whitlow said.
Whitlow claims that once the
women told Rian of their new address he could send the deposits,
Whitlow said Rian refused to
send them. Whitlow filed suit on
Feb. 26.
At one point, Whitlow said Rian
claimed he would give the former
tenants their deposits, had they
found three others to take over
payments by mid-March.
Rian said he told the tenants
this, but that the women failed to
find renters by mid-March. The
three moved out March 1, with no
deposits and a court date set for
April 7.
Whitlow and her roommates
had numerous complaints about
living at their former residence.
She said snow was not removed promptly, and that once, a
drain that was clogged took two

Zip
S054-3/86

replaceable papers, Whitlow
claims, and she adds, "he (Rian)
didn't get to it until a month
later." Once when the furnace

shut down because of dirt corrosion, Whitlow said it took two
days for Rian to respond to the
problem, and only then did he
give them an electric heater.
Rian said he remembered the
furnace problem and that it was
fixed in one day. But he said he
didn't recall the other problems.
Whitlow also claims that Rian
failed to give the tenants their
rent credit forms for tax purposes, as required by law for the
end of February. Rian would neither affirm nor deny the charges.
According to David M. Jennings, an attorney, in order for an
agreement to be enforceable, it
must be in writing. A verbal sublease is not enforceable, he said.
To the problems, Jennings said
the landlord's obligation is to
make sure a place is habitable.
The landlord's responsibility is to
take care of the building.
But Jennings also said the
women were not entitled to rent
credit without signing a lease.
Jennings cautioned that if a
person is having problems with a
landlord, he or she should talk
with a lawyer, because each situation is different.
Whitlow and her roommates
said they don't dislike their former landlord. They said he was
too busy to take good care of the
building. "He's too busy to be a
good landlord," Whitlow said.
The former tenants said they
are not out to gain anything except their deposits and that they
just want to, set an example for
other students who go looking for
a rental place.
Rian said he's had cases similar to this, and he believes he'll
thf' csaEsc.
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Grawe

Continued from page 1

district, said Grawe, and he's
hoping they'll pick him to run
against Penny in next November's election.
He figures he's qualified. He's
spent most of his working life as
a teacher, and "this is the most
education-oriented district west of
Cambridge, Mass.," he said. The
district, which stretches as far

Paul Grawe

Doctors
Continued from page 7

Girard saw another doctor
when she went home for Thanksgiving break who, she said, Xrayed her ankle and found it had
a hairline fracture.
"I asked him how come the
doctors at school didn't notice it,
and he said any orthopedic doctor should have been able to recognize it," said Girard.
Surgery and related costs will
run Girard, a muscular dystrohphic, more than $20,000 and a
week in the hospital, she estimates.
Davey could not be reached for
comment.
Vice President of Administrative Affairs Norm Decker felt
Winona State has little to worry
about with the suit action. "There
won't be any fiscal impact because we're not going to lose.
We feel we are right, and are not

west as Mankato and as far north
as Northfield, contains two state
universities, four private liberal
arts colleges, and a variety of
other post-secondary schools.
Grawe estimated that as many as
one out of ten voters in the district could be college students.
"People here talk about Nicaragua, and they really care about
Nicaragua," he said, looking toward an issue-oriented campaign.
He first has to win his party's
endorsement. He's competing for
that with Dan List, an Albert Lea
businessman. Both he and List,
Grawe said, have agreed to abide
by the non-binding recommendation that will come out of the party's May 10 convention, with neither apparently wanting a battle
in the party primary held in
September.
As for defeating the relatively
popular Penny in the general
election, Grawe seems cautiously
hopeful. An early poll by Penny's
organization, pitting him in a hypothetical contest against a popular possible candidate showed
him doing well, especially in
Austin, Albert Lea, and Northfield. The free mailing privileges
offered to incumbent congressmen would also help Penny, said
Grawe. But the challenger has

gotten good receptions in Austin,
and feels his ideas on economics
are closer to those of the average
voter in the district than are Penny's.
The election ought to be a debate on the federal deficit, he
said. Right now, the country is incurring debt to cover spending
not financed through taxes at a
rate of more than $500 a year for
every person in the country, and
Grawe finds that wrong, saying it
forces future taxpayers to pick up
the tab for current extravagance.
It's like stealing from the next
generation, he said.
He feels the best way of keeping the debt from growing any
larger is an across-the-board cut
of federal spending as large as is
needed to end the deficit, but that
the biggest obstacle so far to the
needed cuts in spending is a
timid Congress. He also would
like to see some programs ended
entirely, but wasn't clear yet on
which ones would go.
The cuts have to be made, he
said. "It is right. It ought to be
done, because we don't have the
right to steal from the next generation."
He lines up closely with Penny
when it comes to how much gov-

liable. Obviously there is a disagreement."
Decker said Winona State and
many other places like it are capable of being sued over just
about anything today. "I could do
something, or not do something,
and get sued."
Special Assistant to the Attorney General Brad Engdahl, representing Winona State and the
SUB, said it was too early yet to
tell exactly how Winona State
would be considered negligent.
Kane also didn't know how the
university would be considered in
the suit, and mentioned that all
student activity funded areas are
covered by liability insurance.
Engdahl said a deposition has
been scheduled for early April.

Continued from page 1
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Schmidt

Penny is a member of the House
education subcommittee. He surveyed southern Minnesota institutions earlier this year and found
that Mankato State is expecting
to cut 875 students next year
from Pell Grants, a 25 percent
reduction, if the proposed budget
goes into effect. Winona State
and other schools including St.
Mary's College, St. Olaf College
and Austin Community College
will also face cuts in aid about 25
percent.
Schmidt also emphasized to

ernment aid should go to education. But he and the congressman part ways when it comes to
how the money would be spent,
he said.
Penny seems to be saying, he
said, that students are entitled to
aid, that it is a right. Grawe views
it differently, saying it should be
given as a way of helping good
but poor students pursue certain
courses of study. He would rather
it not be given out indiscriminately, as he says it now is.
He says he'll have to work
hardest to overcome a generally
positive image Penny has. A poll
taken by his organization indicated that only about 14 percent of
the voters knew what Penny's
stands on key issues were, but
still thought of the congressman
as a "nice young man." So
Grawe feels a key to victory
would be to make sure voters are
clear on what philosophies the
candidates espouse.
He said, so far, the campaign
hasn't interfered with his teaching duties or his post with the
teachers' union, but if he wins his
party's endorsement, he would
take a leave from school.

the committee how the proposed
budget would affect an already
economically troubled rural Minnesota. He said that banks would
be unlikely to make loans to students of farm families already
facing large debts.
Others testifying told the committee they expected a dramatic
change in the fabric of post-secondary education if the President's budget were approved.
The budget package faces an
uphill battle in Congress. No congressional committees have endorsed it and the subcommittee's
chairman said it would "dismantle the federal role in education."

Famine
Continued from page 3

seems to have decreased with
lessened media coverage
Last year famine relief was
popular, said David W. Mohn, Lutheran Campus Minister. He said
issues seem to get popular; last
year it was almost faddish to give
to African Famine Relief organizations. With musical fund-raisers
like "We are the World," and
"Band Aid," African famine got a
lot of attention, he said.
Africa did receive a lot of help
throughout the last few years, but
representatives from the U.N. say
while there is now food in Africa,
the people need money to buy it.
U.N. officials also said they are
now working hard to rehabilitate
people. When the starving start
to regain their health they need
help to get their lives back in
order. The U.N. and other organizations are helping them by giving them agricultural tools,
seeds, and many projects designed to help rehabilitate the
people.
The Lutheran World Relief,- is
working extensively with economic development in Africa. Recently it had to put its funding
into direct relief for starving people, said Twiton, but he hopes
when the crisis lessens, the organization's attention will be back
on development.
As examples of development
projects the group has worked
on, Twiton cited fresh-water wells
dug by relief workers and a program in which families were each
given a cow, with the first calf
from each cow going to another
poor family.
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Bottoms
up
Continued from page 1
will help the young learn to enjoy
life more and make them realize
they do not need alcohol to have
fun. He said he would like to
change DWI, Driving While Intoxicated, to "Driving With Intelligence."
Diessner also feels few drinking establishments will be affected by the higher age. He said
while bars serve alcoholic beverages, they can also serve non-alcoholic drinks, which he said can
make more of a profit than alcohol.
It would be up to city ordinances whether to allow people
who are underage into taverns,
and if cities do, he said, there
probably would not be any loss of
business.
But House Speaker David
Jennings, an Independent-Re-

publican from Truman who opposes the bill, said, "Those 19year-olds, no matter how you look
at it, in the eyes of the law are
adults in everything but the drinking age."
Because underage people may
go to Wisconsin to drink, Rep.
Connie Levi, a Republican from
Dellwood who is also against the
bill, said "I frankly don't want half
of the teenagers who decide to
drive to Wisconsin to get tanked
up to drive back through my district and endanger my constituents." Her district, like Diessner's, borders Wisconsin in the
eastern suburbs of St. Paul.
College of St. Thomas student
president Bill Collins expressed
his views against the bill at the
Capitol, and said he doesn't feel
its right to raise the drinking age.
He, too, feels students and
underage drinkers will travel to
Wisconsin to drink.

Club Calendar
Wednesday: 2:30 p.m., WSU-DFL Meeting in tne wenonan

ROOM,

Kryzsko Commons.
3:30 p.m., Student Senate meeting, Purple Rooms.
4 p.m., open forum on child care, Purple Rooms.
4 p.m., Art Club meeting, Watkins Hall.
6 p.m., Art Club drawing session, Watkins Hall.
7 p.m., Chess Club meeting, Smaug.
9 p.m., Newman Center Bible study.
9:19 p.m., LCC Informal Worship.
Thursday: 1 p.m., Non-Trads meeting, conference room 7.
6 p.m., Lutheran Collegian Bible study, St. Matthews.
7 p.m., BSU Large Group meeting.
Friday: 1 p.m., Heileman's tour with SAM.
6:30 p.m., Worship at B'nai Israel Synagogue (must sign up in advance).
Monday: 4:45 p.m., Newman Faith and Fellowship.
5 p.m., ASO Exec. Board meeting, 118 Kryzsko Commons.
5 p.m., LCC Student Commission, LCC.
8 p.m., press credibility speech, John Finnegan, Recital Hall, PAC.
Tuesday 9 p.m., LCC topical discussion study.

Collins, who is from Illinois, a
state which has a drinking age of
21, said he knew a lot of people
in his home state who went into
Wisconsin to drink because of
the lower drinking age.
He feels some legislators may
be thinking that Minnesota is an
exception and people will not go
to Wisconsin. Collins is convinced young drivers will cross the
border to drink.
Collins also charged the federal government with holding
state governments hostage by
requiring them to raise the drinking age or lose some highway
funding.
Minnesota used to have a
drinking age of 21 until 1973,
when it lowered the age to 18. In
1976, the age was raised to 19.

Speaker on the press
The credibility of today's press will be the
topic guest speaker John Finnegan will be
discussing Tuesday at Winona State University. Finnegan, editor and Vice President of the St. Paul Dispatch. and Pioneer
Press, will speak to interested students
and area residents in the Recital Hall of
Performing Arts Center at 8 p.m.
This will be a public service event sponsored by the Winonan. Admission is free to the
public.
Scholarships offered
Two $300 scholarships will be awarded by
the WSU Faculty/Support Staff Scholarship
Fund for 1986-87. Candidates for the scholarships must be currently enrolled at WSU,
hve a cumulative GPA of at least 3.5, submit a transcript and a letter of recommendation from a faculty member. Candidates
must also submit a one-page typewritten
essay describing current activities and edu-
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cational and career objectives.
Applications should be submitted by April 4
to Dr. Danning W. Bloom, Pasteur Hall,
Winona State University.
SAM wants officers
Winona State's Society for Advancement of
Management is seeking officers for the
1986-87 year. Nominations will be accepted through March 28. Any students
with majors or minors in business or accounting are encouraged to apply. Elections wil be held April 1. For more information see the S.A.M. bulletin board located
near Somsen Hall 322 or call Ann Johnson
at 452-7429.
Teacher test upcoming
All students who wish to be admitted to a
program in teacher education will need to
take the Pre-Professional Skills Test. The
test date is scheduled for Saturday at 8
a.m. in Gildemeister 155 and 56. Students
who plan to take the test are to sign up in
the Education Office in Gildemeister 152
by Thursday.
Jaycees seeking contestants
The Winona Jaycees are now taking applications for women wishing to be in the
1986 Miss Winona pageant. Contestants
must be high school graduates, no older
than 25 by August 31, 1986, single and
never married. Young women interested in
competing for scholarships of $1000, $500
and $250 should write, giving name and
address by Thursday, to: Miss Winona
Pageant Chairman, PO Box 308, Winona
Sculpture exhibited
An exhibition of sculpture by WSU students will be on display in Kryzsko Cornmons, Conference Room 7, March 24 March 28, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. An opening reception will be held Monday from 6-8 p.m.
The event is free to the public.
Bloodmobile to visit
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will be at
Winona State University on Thursday from
1-7 p.m. and Friday from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in East Cafeteria at Kryzsko Commons.
If you wish to make an appointment, call
457-5321.
Assistantships offered
1986 Undergraduate Summer Research
Assistantships are available at WSU in the
Department of Chemistry. For applications
and information about the $1,600, ten-week
UGRA, call Dr. David J. Rislove at 4575295.

Central America service planned
"Reflections on Central America: The Way
of the Cross," an ecumenical service in
memory of Oscar Romero, an assassinated
archbishop from ElSalvador, will take place
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Cathedral of the
Sacred Heart, Winona, and continue to
several downtown sites. At each site in The
Way of the Cross, those joining the event
will reflect on the Central American reality
of today.
Following the service, at 4 p.m. at the Newman Center there will be a social gathering
with talks and slides by Winonans Joan
Redig and Jim Lenarz, who recently visited
Nicaragua. These events are sponsored by
the Central America Resource Alliance.
The public is invited.
Want your financial aid?
All students who are receiving financial aid
or scholarships for Spring Quarter must
stop in Somsen Hall's lobby, in front of the
Cashier's Office, to pick up their checks
and/or sign the necessary forms that might
be required. Students with a last initial
from A through L must do this from 8:3011:30 a.m. or 1-3:30 p.m. on Monday, while
those with a last initial from M to Z must do
it during the same hours on Tuesday. Failure to come in at this time could result in
cancellation of your financial aid. All students must show university identification.
Student Health and Medical Insurance
must be paid separately; it cannot be deducted from your financial aid.
Dorm survey results announced
During fall quarter, Pat Ferden, a counselor in the Counseling Center, conducted a
needs assessment in WSU residence halls.
Out of 750 surveys given, the 694 returned
showed priorities set by students in this
ranking order: Physical fitness, career decision making, time management/study
skills, self confidence, intro to counseling
testing, communication skills, roommate
relationships, intimcy/family planning, sexual harassment, assertiveness training,
eating disorders, alcohol abuse, general information on AIDS, and cultural awareness.
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Friends cross generations

Volunteers are special
Text by Lisa Larson
Photos by Mark Hoffman
Winona State students sometimes
seek agencies where they can do volunteer work to give themselves a break
in the routine of college life. Others volunteer to gain experience in their - major field of study.
Mary De Ranitz is one of 19 Winona
State students who volunteers at The
Watkins Home, 175 E. Wabasha St.
She began volunteering in September
1985 and during winter quarter she
completed a 100-hour field experience
requirement for her social work major
there. This spring she has chosen to
continue volunteering and visiting with
the residents.
One of De Ranitz's friends at The
Watkins Home who she met winter
quarter is 81-year-old Elfrieda Doebbert. They play tic-tac-toe and attend
piano bar and bingo activities together,
and sometimes just visit.
"She takes me places when she
knows I'll get lost," said Doebbert.
"She's the grandmother I never
had," said De Ranitz. "She's always so
cheerful, so responsive, and enjoys
doing things."
"Volunteers give a warm, personal,
caring touch that makes the setting

more homelike," said Lisa Judd, volunteer coordinator. Volunteers help with a
variety of activities, such as piano bar,
pokeno, bingo, and visiting.
More volunteers are needed, said
Judd. The greatest need is for outside
people to visit a resident and develop a
relationship..This requires at least one
hour per week.
De Ranitz, who is a senior, plans to
work with the elderly after graduation.
"The proportion of elderly people is
growing," she said.
Doebbert shares many things about
herself with De Ranitz. She tells about
her 11 children, 47 grandchildren, and
6 great-grandchildren. She was married in 1923 at the age of 18 and worked on a farm most of her life. She also
told about her birthday party last
month.
"We don't just look for senior citizens to volunteer," said Judd. Characteristics sought for in volunteers are
that they be nonjudgmental, respect
confidentiality of residents, be warm
and empathetic, and be unintimidaZed
by physical disability.
Volunteers are special people who
give as many hours as their schedule
allows to help. For more information,
contact Lisa Judd at The Watkins
Home.

Mary plays a game of tic-tac-toe with Elfrieda.

Besides playing taking residents for walks and playing games, it is important for volunteers to be friends.
s

Mary says meeting Elfrieda

March 19, 1986

Mary helps Elfireda go for a walk down a hallway in the Watkins Home.

ugh her volunteer work has given her the grand mother she's never had.
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Feature
Water aerobics: a therapeutic sport
By PATRICK McILHERAN
News Editor

There were women, about 20 of
them, in constant motion. They
twirled their arms above their
heads and they jogged in place
so enthusiastically their knees
rose above their waistlines. They
did it all to the instructions of a
trim-figured woman in the middle
of their circle and the beat of
Sheila E. on the boom box. They
were doing aerobics, but oddly
enough, they weren't working up
a sweat.

Then again, you wouldn't expect them to, splashed in cool
water as they were. The aerobics
the women were doing under the
leadership of Kari Hitesman were
the aquatic kind, water aerobics.
But it was exercise, just the
same.
Hitesman, a sophomore who
plans to study business, has
been leading the aerobics in the
Memorial Hall swimming pool
since the beginning of winter
quarter, and says she's drawn a
good crowd during Minnesota's
chillier-than-usual winter. At its
peak last month, the three-timesa-week sessions would draw up
to 30 or 40, mainly students,
mainly women. Now, with the advent of weather better for exercising outdoors in, she's expecting
attendance to go down a bit.
The exercisers seem enthusiastic about working out in the swimming pool, and they need the enthusiasm, because the aerobics
are strenuous. They are, however, easier on joints, backs, and
tendons than regular floor aerobics, said Hitesman, because the
water acts to cushion the movements. "It's like exercise in slow
motion," she said.
Hitesman's group works out
mainly in the shallow end of the
pool, jogging in place and moving
the arms rhythmically to music.
No swimming ability is required,
and one's head never even need
go under the water. Some of the
exercises are done in greater
depths, using empty milk and

If your joints and tendons are sore from doing regular aerobics, water aerobics can offer a healthy alternative. No swimming ability is required and all participants need to bring is a
swimsuit. Water aerobics does not strain muscles and tendons

Winonan photo by Dave Johnson
as much as regular aerobics. The group meets on Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday at 8:30 p.m. in the swimming pool
which is located in the old section of Memorial Hall.

bleach jugs for flotation, but even inspired by her enjoyment of dry- the submerged jogging less punthese can be done in shallow land aerobics and her sister's ishing on the body than regular
work with water aerobics back in exercise. Some, she said, are
water.
There's no set routine; Hites- her hometown of Brooklyn Park, women who find keeping a
man simply shouts instructions Minn. "I started mentioning it to shrinking waistline partially hidon what to do next. "I just kind of people,and they thought it was a den under the water is less punad-lib to the songs," she said. good idea." ishing to the self-esteem. "The
While many water aerobicizers majority of the people aren't
The aerobics are now part of
the intramural program, although are elderly people or injured ath- people who are involved in
attendance is free and there's no letes who have problems moving, sports," she said.
Hitesman herself is athletic,
roster of exercisers. She started the group Hitesman leads are, for
leading a group here, she said, the most part, students who find though. She's on the softball

Malaysian dinner to
host many foods
By LISA LARSON
Feature Editor

The third annual Malaysian Dinner at Winona State University will
be held March 22 at 6 p.m. in the Kryzsko Commons East Cafeteria.
This year's dinner, which will be the largest one sponsored by the
Malaysian American Chapter of the International Club, costs $5.
Tickets are available on a limited basis. Only 100 dinners will be
served.
According to Jimmy Chiam, vice president of the Malaysian American Chapter, Winona State's Malay s ian students will be preparing
all of the food for the dinner and providing after-dinner entertainment.
On the dinner menu is roast chicken, stir-fry vegetables with
shrimp, egg foo-yong, curry chicken, beef skewer, and assorted desserts. Entertainment will include a Malay dance, a Chinese dance,
and a film about Malaysia.
According to Chiam, Malaysian food is mostly oriental and Americans usually like it the best at the Winona State's international dinner.
Malaysian students are the largest component of Winona State's
international students with 23, according to Chiam.
Malaysia is a melting pot of Malay, Chinese, and Indian culture,
said Chiam. Malaysia is divided into east and west sections by the
South China Sea. the climate is similar to Florida, he said, because
temperatures are in the 80-degree-range year-round. Most of the
land is flat with only mid-Malaysia having a mountain range. Natural
resources include rubber, rice, oil palm, and tin.

team here, and is a devotee of
regular, or floor, aerobics. since
Qhe had been pre' /paring iu
building contest, and took u p
dance-like exercises as a means
of reducing her level of body fat.
She's been hooked on them ever
since.
See Water, page 14

New program links WSU
and Rochester Public Schools
By LISA LARSON
Feature Editor

A new graduate program linking Winona State's Education Department and the Rochester Public Schools this fall will provide
elementary teachers with less
than one year of experience a
unique entry into the profession.
The program, called the Graduate Fellows Induction Program, is
a master's degree program offered by Winona State in cooperation with Independent School
District 535 in Rochester for
students who have completed a
Bachelor of Science program in
elementary education. Fifteen fellows will be enrolled who are
licensed and qualified teachers in
the state of Minnesota.
The fellowship includes a fulltime classroom teaching assignment in the Rochester Public
Schools in addition to course
work required for the completion
of the Master's in Education program. This program is modelled
after a program at the University
of New Mexico in cooperation

with the Albuquerque school district.
According to Wayne Erickson,
professor of education, it took
more than one year to develop
the program. Education Department Chairman Otto Frank, Professor Wayne Kirk, and Erickson
and Rochester representatives
developed it.
He also said the Rochester
Public Schools initially approached Winona State about a program. The program is the first in
Minnesota's State University Systern.
The 15 fellows will be assigned
to an elementary classroom in
Rochester for the full 1986-87
school year. Nine district staff
staff members will be released to
work as full-time mentors in clinical support roles. According to
Erickson, the other six positions
will be available because of retirement or resignation.
Applications for the fellowship
are due to Erickson by April 18,
1986. Those selected will take
course work during Summer Ses-

sions I and II, 1986 and Summer
Sessions I and II, 1987. Fellowship tuition will be paid in addition to each receiving a $9,000
fellowship from WSU.
Erickson said the program is
targeted toward elementary
teachers because "in the
elementary school is where we're
seeing the growth in schoolaged children first." The performance standards of the fellows in
the classrooms will be the same
as any other first year teacher, he
said.
"These programs are springing
up across the country," said Erickson. "Everyone wins with this
program because no additional
money will be spent by either
party."
If six staff positions from the
Rochester school district resign
or retire and these positions are
not filled, the district has an expenditure savings of six positions
times an average salary of

See Fellows, page 13
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Foreign students have money troubles
By AMY DONOHUE

Chief Feature Reporter

There are many different ways
that international students finance their education at Winona
State. Some students, even
though they are thousands of
miles away from home, have no
trouble getting money to go to
school, but other students have
to worry each quarter about if
and when their money will get
here.
A lot of international students
have money sent to them from
their families back home. Most of
the students have no trouble receiving the money unless there
are certain problems in their
country, such as war or economic
problems.
One example of economic
problems would be Nigeria.
There has been a drop in oil revenue in Nigeria since 1982, said
Jovita Oghumah, who is from Nigeria. Prices of oil dropped and
this has caused the country to
have economic problems. The
foreign exchange rate is now very
low in Nigeria, he said.
It is very difficult for students to
get permission to get money sent
to them, said Oghumah. Nigerian
students going to school in other
countries must get permission
from the Central Bank of Nigeria
to have money sent to them.
"It can take from six months to
a year to receive your money,"
said Oghumah. "My parents
have the money to send, but they
have to wait for permission to
send it."
There are problems like Nigeria's in Venezuela. Because of oil
prices dropping, Venezuela has
been having economic problems,
said Elizabeth Valencia, who is
from Venezuela.
Venezuela has a low rate of
foreign exchange now. "It is
about 20 Venezuelian dollars to
one American dollar," said
Valencia, "so it is very expensive
to go to school now." She said
about three years ago 25,000 Venezuelian students had to return

pack

Winonan photo by Brian Poulter
International students at Winona State are threatened with a
number of circumstances which may cut off the money they
use for college at any time. This combined with the normal day

to day pressures that most students face make life even more
trying for these internationals.

home because of the country's
economic troubles.
Some students can get financial help from their governments.
In Iceland, students can get a low
interest loan, said Elaine Reed,
who is from Iceland.
After she graduates, she only
has to pay the interest for the first
three years. Then she must pay
three percent of her yearly salary

given to students studying in foreign countries from the Norwegian government, said Thune.
These grants are given to students who are studying subjects
the government considers important, yet the government does not
have enough schools to meet the
demand, said Thune.
The Saudi Arabian government
gives scholarships to their stu-

POINTERS

Did you know that...
1. A blood alcohol level (BAL) measures the
amount of alcohol in the blood, but it cannot
measure the effect that amount of alcohol will
have on a particular individual. Studies show
clearly that different people of the same sex
and weight can drink the same amount of alcohol but show wide differences in how the
alcohol will affect them.
2. Many people think that since a BAL of .10
constitutes the legal grounds for a DWI conviction, they can therefore drive safely if their
BAL is below .10. In fact, this is not the case.
Studies have shown that for most people
there is a noticeable, and often dangerous,
disruption in performance at a BAL as low as
.05
3. Remember BAL's and performance are not
the same thing. Just because we may have a
relatively low BAL does not mean that we are
not under the influence of alcohol. The average person becomes a dangerous driver at a
BAL well below the .10 level.
PACE is a student group whose goal is to promote the responsible use of alcohol. If you want
to take a stand for responsible drinking, join us.
For more information about PACE, call the
Counseling Center 457-5330.

each year for the next 30 years or
until it is paid off. If the loan is
not paid up in 30 years, it is
dropped, said Reed.
In Norway there is a special
student loan bank, said Christine
Thune, who is from Norway. Her
loan covers many of her expenses but she brought some savings to meet expenses.
There are also some grants

dents studying at Winona State.
The government pays for the student's tuition and also a monthly
living allowance of approximately
$950, said Mohsen Abosag of
Saudi Arabia.
Some students get jobs oncampus to help pay for their expenses. Wia Ming Tang of Hong
Hong gets most of her money
from her parents, but she also
See Money, page 14

Corrections class tour
refutes stereotypes
By LISA LARSON
Feature Editor

Twenty-three students from
Winona State's winter quarter
Corrections class took a field trip
to Stillwater, Oak Park Heights,
and Shakopee Womens Prison
last month.
The trip, which was Feb. 4-5,
was made possible by a university grant through the budget of
Liberal Arts Dean Richard Coughlin which paid the cost for the
bus. Students paid for their own
food and lodging. Most students

enrolled in the class are studying
criminal justice or law enforcement.
Perry, who has been teaching
Corrections for 15 years, said he
tries to take his class on either a
local prison tour or an out-of-town
field trip. "Field trips are educational because it gets students
out of the textbook and into the
real reality they will be working
in," he said.
The field trip "brings students
face to face with people they read
about in the newspaper," said

Perry. Corrections is taught twice
per school year.
Prison tours were given by the
warden and associates at Stillwater, while a former student of
Winona State who is now on staff
at Oak Park gave the tour there.
At Shakopee, one staff member
and one inmate gave the tour.
Stillwater and Shakopee are
minimum security prisons, while
Oak Park is maximum security.
According to the students on

• Placing Winona State in a
leadership role in the graduate
training of teachers.
• Providing a direct link to
practical, in-district training for
students.
• Having a cooperative interagency relationship and better
utilization of personnel and keep
up the pace of the field.

members to work full-time in curriculum and staff development.
• Allowing the establishment of
a staff development program as
well as a partner in the professional training of new teachers.
• Allowing professional renewal
for the staff members selected to
be mentors and those selected
for curriculum and staff development.
• Designing the program to be
cost neutral for the district, although final determinations have
not been made at this time.

See Prison, page 14

Fellows
Continued from page 12

$33,000 which is equal .
$198,000.

to

These funds will be paid to
Winona State at a rate of $11,000
per fellow (which includes tuition)
that would equal $165,000. Expenses for district travel, in-services, and seminars has been estimated at $31,000. This sets the
program's grand total cost estimatdat $196,000.
Winona State's advantages for
the program include:

Advantages for the Rochester
school district include:
• Allowing the release of staff

Page 14
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CPR: high demand
By JANET MEISCH
Staff Reporter

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) is a life-saving technique
that uses a combination of artificial respiration and manual artificial circulation that is used in
cases where a person's heart has
stopped beating.
Winona State University could
offer only one class of CPR this
spring which filled up immediately which is taught by the sole
certified instructor at Winona
State, Marjorie Moravec.
Moravec is among 45 individuals in Winona that has received a
teaching certificate in CPR. "I
could easily have filled up three
classes," said Moravec. "But I'm
the only instructor on campus
and with coaching and other classes I don't have the time."
She feels the popularity of the
class may come from people becoming more safety conscious
and becoming more aware of
their need to use it in the future.
She normally certifies about 150
people per year.
Moravec was certified as an instructor 15 years ago and began
teaching the eight-hour class at
Winona State. She would like to
receive training as an IT — in-

Winonan photo by Brian Poulter

Taking a break
Mark Potvin, a Winona State Student, takes
advantage of the balmy 30 degree weather

Monday to catch up on some reading.

Prison

structor trainer. This would allow
her to train others to be instructors of the class so Winona State
could offer more classes."The
ies."
According to the Red Cross
Chapter in Winona, there are 966
people certified in CPR in the
area. This compares to 946 in
1984 and 1,106 in 1983. The Red
Cross has instructors teaching at
the VoTech, Winona State University, Praxel Ambulance, and at
Community Memorial Hospital.
A person who has been trained
in CPR must get re-certification
each year. This involves going
through the process before an instructor. Those individuals with
teaching certificates must teach
at least one class a year to
remain certified.
Training in CPR is a requirement for all nursing students at
Winona State. Ann Peterson, a
nursing student, received her
training at Community Memorial
Hospital.
"The program there is good
because we also learned how to
save a baby and a small child
which is different from an adult.
We also learned the procedure
for relieving a choking victim,"
said Peterson.

continued from page 13
the trip, the stereotype of prisoners wearing black and white striped uniforms and heckling visitors
were refuted.
"We all felt comfortable. No
one cut anyone down," said Tom
Russell, student.
"The atmosphere was laid
back," according to student
Perry Van Keulen.
"They (the prisoners) aren't
rude. They can wear their own
clothes and have recreation programs set up," said Russell.
The Stillwater tour, which was
given first, had a man convicted
of murder talk about how to pursue a high school or college education while serving a prison sentence. Prisoners work at a variety of
jobs there. Some jobs include
maintenance shop and tool and
dye.
According to Steve Baumgart,
student, Stillwater has its own
court system to hear grievances
like Winona State. If there is a
complaint, a prison official will be
sent to hear it. "Prisoners have
the same rights we do except
they don't have the freedom," he
said.

At Stillwater, there are about
1,100 prisoners with two cell
blocks. The prison was built in
1910.
Winona State students even ate
institution food there. "The food
was better than the typical cafeteria food," Van Keulen said.
Oak Park Heights, which is a
new maximum security prison
that houses federal offenders,
was described by Russell as "a
prison inside of a prison." Only
104 inmates are allowed to be together at one time.
There are eight barriers to escape the prison, according to the
students. There is even a man on
the roof with a high powered rifle
that can shoot one mile away.
Contrary to belief, there are not
many bars on every window but
there is thick, reinforced glass.
There are no brightly painted
walls, either.
"The staff is really reserved (at
Oak Park)," said student Tom
Kowalski. "There is no joking
around at Oak Park."
Shakopee's Womens Prison
has the most freedom for inmates
of the prisons toured by the
group.

Kowalski said inmates may
leave the premises but there are
no security barriers like barbed
wire fences except for those convicted of severe crimes.
Van Keulen said children may
stay with the women inmates during the weekends. "It's more on
the honor system ( than the other
prisons)," said Baumgart.
According to the students, this
prison -was over-crowded and a
new facility is being built across
the street which will open in July.
In all of the prisons, the
Winona State students were surprised by the prisoners' attitudes.
"I could tell they had remorse," said Baumgart. "They
made a mistake and they realized
they had a heavy penalty to pay."
All of the prison programs are
voluntary. "You get out of it what
you make of it," said Kowalski,
regarding how the prisoners
spend their time. If they do not
participate in programs, they are
locked up in their cell all day.
"The wardens at all three institutions showed us the real
thing. They let us be the judges
ourselves. They had nothing to
hide," said Baumgart.

The trip even opened up new
career possibilities for some students.
"I turned over a new leaf,"
said Baumgart. "It opened up the
possibility for jobs."
"I wouldn't mind an internship
(at a prison) but I wouldn't want
to work there for my career," said

,

Money

Continued from page 13
works in the cafeteria and the
Chemistry Department at Winona
State for extra money. "It makes
me feel good to be able to work
to help out with my expenses,"
said Tang.
The majority of international
students can only work on campus, because of the immigration
laws. An international student
can only work off campus with a
permit from immigration, and this
is very difficult to get.
"I wish I could work off cam-

Peach Tree Schnapps
Liters

Continued from page 12
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pus, so I could feel like I was
doing something to help," said
Tarique Baloch of Pakistan, who
felt working on campus, especially in the cafeteria, is a lot of work
for minimum-wage.
Many students feel pressure
each quarter waiting for their
money to come. Some international students would feel more
secure if they had off-campus
jobs. "We should be able to live
the same way the American students do," said Baloch.

March Specials

Water

"I go one day without exercise,
and I'll know it," she said.
The water aerobics meet at 8:
30 p.m. on Mondays, Tuesdays,
and Thursdays in the swimming
pool, found by the Sanborn
Street entrance to Old Memorial
Hall. The only equipment needed
is a swimsuit, and beginners are
welcome. -

Russell.
Kowalski said he wouldn't mind
working in individual or group
counseling capacities in a prison.
"The trip was very worthwhile
and I hope future Corrections students will get the chance (to take
the trip)," said Baumgart.
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Arts
Group professes love of God through music
By SUSAN LeTOURNEAU
Arts Editor

and LISA LARSON
Feature Editor

Winona State's Baptist Student
Union is hosting a mission team
from North Texas State University which provides WSU students the opportunity to hear the
group's music and meet other
college students.
Karen Spillman, director of
Winona State's BSU, met the
group while visiting the school. It
was at that time that she expressed interest in the group and arranged a possible visit to Winona
State.
North Texas State University is
located in Denton, Texas, which
is 45 minutes from Dallas.
"Though we represent BSU,"
said Renee Ruth, director of
Wings of Life, "We are not just
Baptists. We really want to stress
that we don't discriminate against
denominations. We are bonded
together as Christians and our
love for Jesus Christ."
The Baptist Student Union, according to its brochure, is a national collegiate movement of the
Southern Baptist Church. However, not all members are of the
Baptist religion and are not pressured to convert, said Spillman.
BSU is designed as a fellowship
of Christian students who want to
grow in Christ and want to help
others in His name.
The "Wings of Life" music
group is now into its second year.
The group consists of eight members that perform various musical
numbers and skits. "Our main
purpose is to share our message
of Christ through music," said
Ruth. "We're excited about
God's love and we want to con-

Winonan photo by Jeff Thompson
Members of the Wings of Life perform for students in Sheehan Hall Monday night. The North Texas State Singing group

vey that."
The group performs contemporary gospel music, with several of
the members performing solo
songs and playing instruments.
The members range in age and
major, but all have one thing in
common, "We are bound together as Christians," said Ruth.

Ruth, director of the group,
was first involved in a traveling
singing group called "Continental
Singers." Through the group,
Ruth gained experience with
large ensembles. "BSU traditionally had a singing group,
but it was always off and on,"
said Ruth. "When a friend of

will be on campus through the end of the week.

mine asked if i would be interested in directing the "Wings of
Life," I accepted.
The group began performing in
local churches, and on the North
Texas State campus. After a
time, the group traveled to universities throughout the state of
Texas, and also in Oklahoma.

"We were invited to sing at the
Leadership Training Conference
for the BSU chapters in the state
of Texas," said Ruth. "That was
a big honor."
The visit to Winona State is the
first time the group has traveled
See Group page 16

Duo-pianists forget drab
winter with dance tunes
By SUSAN LeTOURNEAU
Arts Editor

Mary King ,and Barbara Antherton will present a duo piano concert this Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center at
Winona State.

Duo-pianists Mary King and
Barbara Atherton are sick of winter. To help combat the blues, the
duo is holding a piano recital
March 23 at 3 p.m. in the Recital
Hall of Winona State's Performing Arts Center.
"We've
had
this
recital
planned for a long time, it was
just a matter of when it would
be," said pianist King. "Then we
decided to have it at the end of
winter because this is such a terrible time of year."
The program will include
"Petite Suite," by Debussy,
"Scaramouche," by Milhaud, Mozart's . "Sonata in D Major, K.
448," and shorter pieces by
Arensky, Monti and Benjamin.
."The pieces are basically uplifting dance numbers," said
Atherton. "We picked numbers
that we like to play together for
fun. After playing together all winter, we decided to make a concert out of it."
King is currently a member of
Winona State's String Quartet
and the Winona Symphony, in
which she plays the violin and the
viola. The pianist taught Introduction to Music while Dr. Olson was

on leave.
She has been musically involved with the school for the
past three years as the accompianist for the musicals, "Godspell ," "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum,"
and "Cabaret."
King holds degrees in piano
performance from the University
of .Kentucky, where she studied
with Nathanial Patch. She has
performed extensively in chamber music concerts on piano,
violin and viola in Pennsylvania,
New York, Washington, D.C., and
Michigan, as well as Winona
State.
The musician has performed
and lectured in jazz at Juniata
College in Pennsylvania, New
York and Washington. She has
written and composed music for
chorus, piano and string, with her
recent piece being a "Dance
Suite" to be performed by string
students in La Crosse.
King moved to Winona from
Washington, D.C. four years ago.
There she did public relations
work for a local music school and
worked with children's groups organizing trips to the Kennedy
Center for symphony concerts.
"Doing this concert has been a

great way to get through the Minnesota winters," said King. "It
will be nice when the weather
warms up and I can run around
the lakes." King is an avid runner. She runs 1000 miles a year,
having recently completed 13,000
miles.
King's other interests include
traveling and literature. Through
her love of literature, King met
duo partner Atherton. Atherton is
currently Director of the Winona
Public Library. She received her
Master of Music degree at the
University of Maryland, where
she appeared with the University
of Maryland Orchestra.
Atherton has performed as
soloist and accompianist in concerts in Washington, D.C., Montreal, and Maryland. The pianist
was also invited to perform at the
American Matthay Piano Festival
in Andover, Massachusetts. Her
most recent appearance was with
the University String Quartet in
Winona.
The
pianist
is
currently
choreographing the music and
dance for Winona Senior High's
production of "Oklahoma."
"I began dancing when I was
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International club to hold exhibit

Art students proudly
display art work

The International Club wants to display more
than art at an exhibit that the club is holding April
2-5
The club hopes to show the campus that anyone can belong to the International Club. One
does not need to be a foreign student to enjoy the
benefits of the group.
The club is accepting works of art from anyone

By SUSAN LeTOURNEAU

that would like to exhibit and or sell pieces of art.
Work is also being accepted from St. Mary's, St.
Teresa's, and some of the local grade schools.
The deadline for work to be submitted is March
24. Those interested may contact Amelia Arizala
at 452-8506, or Mary Thorne at 457-5303. Opening day of the exhibit is April 2 at 4 p.m.

Group

Arts Editor

Winona State art students will be displaying art work for the first
time to the public March 24-28 in Kryzsko Commons Conference
Room 7, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The work will consist of art from Sculpture I and II classes, taught
by faculty member Sandra Lee Daulton last fall and winter quarters.
Each of the classes followed a theme in their art work, being either a still-life sculpture referred to as bas-relief, or a human reproduction of themselves.
"The human reproductions of ourselves were fun to do," said student Diane Pampuch. Pampuch is a senior art student who is also
vice-president of the art club.
Pampuch said the process of the reproduction had many variables
involved. First, a student must make a plaster cast of a part of his
body, like a hand. When the plaster cast dried, clay was poured into
the cast. When the clay dried, the whole cast would be popped off.
"It took longer for larger parts of your body, like a leg," said Pampuch. "And when we got to the face, we used straws in our nose
and mouth to breathe."
Pampuch said she liked the human reproduction project because
the idea of what position you wanted to be cast in was your own, but
it took two or three people to help with the process. Pampuch will
have a reproduction of herself as a "biker woman."
The class was also given a still-life of an object with the job of
reproducing it. "We could interpret the object in any way that we
wanted to," said Pampuch. "Some people stuck with a replication of
the object, while others took a more abstract approach."
The class will also display wood carving. This project involved the
students own idea or theme, with the option of being realistic or abstract. "One of the students will be displaying a carved bear that is
extremely realistic," said Pampuch.
Refreshments will be served during the exhibition. Some of the
work will be for sale, though the decision is up to the student. Pampuch said she hopes the exhibit will bring more notice to the art deartment and their accomplishments.

Continued from page 15
such a far distance. "We are so
excited to be here," said Gina
Coffey, a member of the group.
"People are so friendly here."
Involved in the production of
the group, is Fine Arts Director,
Bill Certo. "I'm basically the
sound man of the group," said
Certo. Certo has written some of
the songs and is responsible for
the arrangement of most of the
songs that the group performs.
"My duties range from public
relations to coordination of group
tours." said Certo. "Renee, the
director, and I work as a team. I
work on the music end and she
directs the singing."
Certo has worked with the
group for two years, his first as a
performer. "I like working on the

technical end because we can
work on whatever I envision the
team to do."
The group also has what they
call a "clowning group" where
members dress as clowns. "The
idea for this is to get the attention
of the people," said Coffey. Coffey is one of the performing
clowns along with one other
member. "We'll be promoting the
"Wings of Life," and we're basically around to answer any questions that people have.
According to Spillman, Winona
State's Baptist Student Union
has about 50 students involved in
some form of their ministry,
which includes such things as
Bible study, large group meetings, and lunch encounter. She

said most members are from
other Christian denominations.
Winona State's group is about
five years old and is financially
supported by Valley Baptist Church in Winona.
Spillman said the group's presence will make students more
aware of BSU's ministry and help
the ministry to meet students'
needs. She also hopes it will rid
the group's stereotype of being
super conservative and allow
many students to have fun.
The group will perform today in
the Smaug from 12-1 p.m., and
again at 8 p.m. in Prentiss-Lucas
Hall lobby as a study break. On
Thursday, March 20, the group
will perform in the Kryzsko Cornmon's Cinema Room from 7-8
p.m.

appeared throughout Winona and
La Crosse at restaurants and the
Polish Society.
The musician also has been involved with Winona's Community
Theater choreographing music
and dance, as well as acting.
Atherton and King expressed
their enjoyment about working to-

gether. "We have a lot of fun,"
said King. "It's so important to be
able to get along when you're
playing music at such an intimate
level."
"We both like the same type of
dance music, so it was easy to
pick pieces to play for the concert," said Atherton.

Piano

Continued from page 15
very young," said Atherton.
"Dancing really was my first love.
I have always found it fulfilling to
work with."
Atherton is the Director of
Winona's International Folk
Dancers. She performs as well as
choreographs music for the volunteer dancing group, which has
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Sports
Baseball team ready to defend NIC crown
By WAYNE BOWER
Asst. Sports Editor

Last spring, the Winona State
baseball team compiled a record
of 46-12 and, in the process, rewrote the record book, shattering
42 records and tying four others.

Whether the Warriors will be as
strong this spring remains to be
seen, but the talent for a third
consecutive Northern Intercollegiate Conference championship is
definitely around.
According to Warrior coach

Winona State baseball player Jerry Krause tosses a ball to
teammate Brad Herst during some impromtu batting practice in
Talbot Gymnasium last Friday. Krause and Herbst may get to

Gary Grob, the team is "ready to
play" and they'll get their chance
on Friday when they open up
their season against North Dakota and North Dakota State on
Saturday in the Metrodome.
Where last year's strength res-

ted in the team's depth, it will be
the versatility of the starters that
will be the key to the Warriors
success.
If a successful team is built up
the middle, Winona State has the
nucleus of a very successful ball

Winonan photo by Brian Poulter
test their skills this Friday in the first game of the season to be
held in the Metrodome.

club.
Starting behind the plate is
Chris Mosson, the 1985 All-NIC
catcher, who will be back for his
third season as the Warrior back
stop. Mosson drove in 40 runs a
year ago, while striking out a
mere nine times in 122 plate appearances.
Gone is the double play combination of Warren Sbragia and
Dean Schulte, both of whom
were All-NIC and honorable mention All-American players. In their
place will be last year's corner
players.
Last season's third baseman
Brian Hellenbrand has moved
over to short to replace Sbragia.
Hellenbrand committed just six
errors in 57 games a year ago,
while batting .311.
Dan Walseth has moved from
his first base position to replace
Schulte at second. Walseth came
to Winona State as a shortstop so
the move isn't anything new to
him. Last season, Walseth faced
a school record 346 fielding
chances, making just two errors,
but despite Walseth's fantastic
glove, it's his bat that does most
of his talking. Last year, Walseth
hit .409, drove in 52 runs and
smacked 14 doubles.
Rounding out the Warriors
strong middle will be center
fielder Scott Cozad. A year ago,
Cozad saw limited action in the
Warrior outfield, though he managed to bat .333 in 43 trips.
Though Cozad wasn't an every
day player last season, his blinding speed parlayed him to a record 36 stolen bases in a designated runner role.
The rest of the Warrior line-up
will illustrate the team's versatility.
The starting third baseman will
be Duane Vike, a 1985 honorable
mention All-American. Vike will
also see time both in left field,
where he spent most of last year,
and will also serve as a designated hitter.
Jerry Krause is also expected
to see some time at third as well
See Grob page 19

Athletes losing 'dumb jock' stereotype
Editor's note: All tabulations of the 15
Winona State athletic teams grade point averages were done under the compliance and
instructions of David Rislove, the institutional athletic representative at Winona
State.
Under the Data Privacy Act and the confidentiality of GPAs, no individual names
were looked at, sought after, or recorded —
only the actual GPAs were observed.
The Fall-season sports did not have any
freshmen GPAs included on the eligibility
forms, thus creating a difference in actual
figures.
Also, it should be noted that each institution sets different requirements to it's own
satisfaction for student/athletes.

By TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

The standard motto of the "typical
dumb jock" may be reaching extinction,
according to some statistics uncovered by
the Winonan.
Of the 15 organized athletic teams at
Winona State, 14 have overall team grade
point averages of 2.50 or better on the
academic grading scale up to 4.0.
The WSU overall undergrad GPA was

not available, but believed to be around
2.6 to 2.8 by Dennis Martin, Winona State
director of institutional research. The average GPA of a WSU athlete is 2.699.
The men's and women's teams were
divided into two categories. Category X
dealt with those teams having more than
15 participants and Category Z had 14 or
less.
The lowest X category team GPA belongs to the men's track team, which
checked in at a 2.391. A GPA of 2.33 is
regarded as being in the C-plus margin.
The top three GPAs all belong to
women's sports in the Z category and
each were over a 2.9. The highest GPA
belonged to the cross country team with
an astounding 2.996 GPA. Next was the
volleyball team at 2.972 and the basketball team was at 2.950. It should be
noted, however, that the cross country
and volleyball seasons were in the fall,
meaning that the freshmen GPAs were
not included.
The top two men's teams were also in
the Z category. The cross country team
crossed the finish line first at 2.801 followed by the golf team at 2.751.
Of teams in the X category, the

women's track team had the highest GPA
average at 2.663. Softball was second at
2.658 and the football team was next at
2.648. The football team had the most
participants, approximately 80, but they
also had a large amount of freshmen
GPAs that were excluded.

The baseball team was fourth in the X
Category at 2.631 and the men's basketball team was fifth at 2.502.
Those remaining figures in the Z category listed the gymnastics team at 2.786,
See GPAs page 18

Winona State
Athletic Team GPAs
CATEGORY X

1) Women's track 2.663
2) Softball 2.658
3) Football 2.648
4) Baseball 2.631
5) Basketball 2.502
6) Men's track 2.391

CATEGORY X — 15 or more participants
CATEGORY Z — 14 or less participants

CATEGORY Z

1) Women's cross country 2.996
2) Volleyball 2.972
3) Women's basketball 2.950
4) Men's cross country 2.801
5) Gymnastics 2.786
6) Men's golf 2.751
7) Women's tennis 2.602
8) Men's tennis 2.602
9) Women's golf 2.542

Page 18
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Raising a racquet
Experience key for women netters
By KURT MOSSON

vance to the finals of the conference tournament.
The two-day tournament in April will decide the
conference champion and Kelley just hopes that
her team can peak at the right time of the season.
Along with the returners, Kelley is hoping to
have good performances from newcomers Dawn
Bissing, Jodi Ristau and Brenda Thorton. According to Kelley, Bissing has looked particularly impressive in the early part of the season.

Staff Reporter

With an experienced team coming back, this
spring promises to be a special one for the
Winona State women's tennis team.
Going into her final year of coaching at Winona
State, coach Betty Kelley has every reason to feel
optimistic about this year.
The Warriors will be led by co-captains Karen
Israel and Ann Tobias. A year ago, the two advanced to the national tournament.
Along with Israel and Tobias, the team has two
other returners in sophomores Kris Schwartz and
Laurie Thorton.
Kelley also coached the women's basketball
team and because of the obligations that go
along with that position, the team had to practice
without her. But Kelley felt that the team did an
excellent job of taking things upon themselves. In
particular, Kelley was pleased with her two captains.
"(Israel and Tobias) showed great leadership
qualities in getting things going," said Kelley.
Kelley feels that the Northern Sun Conference
is going to be a tough one. According to the Warrior coach, Southwest State will be the team to
beat this spring.
Winonan photo by Brian Poulter
Kelley also feels that Moorhead State will be a
contender, but with the Warriors four returners,
Karen Israel returns a serve against St. Catherine's College durthey will have as good a chance as anyone to ading doubles play, Thursday in McGown Gymnasium. Israel and

•

While most of the Warrior season will be during
the warmer outdoor season, Winona State has a
record of 2-3 while playing indoors.
During the past week, the Warriors split a fourgame schedule winning two and losing two.
Winona State breezed past the University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire 8-1 on Wednesday night
and then defeated St. Catherine's College 7-2 on
Thursday.
The bad news came on Saturday as the Warriors dropped a pair of meets to nationally ranked
Luther College and Mankato State.
The Warriors were shutout against Luther but
the second doubles team of Ristau and Schwartz
were able to prevail 6-7, 6-0 and 7-6, for Winona's
lone victory of the day.

Ann Tobias combined to defeat St. Cathrine's 7-2.

Winonan picks big leagues best
By TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

Forget about Sports Illustrated.
It doesn't matter what Sport magazine says. Don't even bother
picking up The Sporting News.
Here in Winona, through the
Winonan, is where the most accurate prognastications for the upcoming Major Legaue baseball
season are written in stone.
Coming to the rescue with the
picks that the experts wish they
had done are Wayne Bower, the
Winonan assistant sports editor,
and Mitch Rosen, the sports director of KQAL radio and myself.
Here are the picks:
AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST
Rosen: No doubt in my mind that

this is the strongest division in

GPAs
Continued from page 17

women's tennis at 2.604, men's
tennis at 2.602 and women's golf
at 2.542.
The gymastics team GPA is
quite respectable, considering
they practice about three hours
daily throughout most of the
school year.
The Winona State standard for
eligibility purposes requires an
athlete to obtain a certain amount
of academic credits before, during and after each season of
sports participation. Excluding
freshmen, an athlete must have

Warrior Baseball on KOAL

baseball. Last year the Toronto
Blue Jays won it and I don't see
anyone stopping them. The only
team that may come close is the
New York Yankees. With Lou
Pinella steering the Yankee Klipper, things should stay afloat for
a long time to come.

the whole season. Toronto did
that last year, as some of the
other teams staggered. This is
the year of the "Bird" — Orioles,
not Blue Jays. But keep an "eye
out for the Tigers."

Bower: As a Yankee fan, I hope

Rosen: For years and years this

I'm wrong, but it's hard to go
against Cal Ripken and Eddie
Murray (Baltimore). Jim Rice
should have Boston on the move
and Toronto was a flash in last
year's pan.

was known as the weakest division in baseball. As of last year
when the Kansas City Royals
won the Series, a lot of people
changed their minds about the
AL West. On paper, K.C. has the
advantage, but look for teams
like Minnesota or Chicago to surprise people.

Tusa: It is nearly impossible to

win this division two years in a
row. Why? Because in order to
win it at all, a team must be
healthy all year 'round and every
player has to play out of his head

completed 36 credit hours over
the prior three quarters of fulltime enrollment. Also, an athlete
at Winona State must maintain at
least a 1.50 GPA from 0-16
credits, a 1.75 from 17 to 43
credits and a 2.0 after 44 credits.
According to David Rislove,
who analyzes the student/athlete
eligibility forms, about 10 percent
of those students trying out for
athletic teams fail to maintain eligibility throughout the year.
Those student/athletes who
were not eligible were excluded
in team GPAs.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT — Colorado
Mountain Resort Employer is seeking male
and female applicants for: Retail Sales, Food
Service and other retail oriented jobs.
Openings from May thru September. Located
in Estes Park, Colorado. For further
information write:
National Park Village North
c/o Mark Schifferns
740 Oxford Lane
Fort Collins, CO 80525

Tune into KCAL 89.5 FM Friday night at 6:15 and then
again at 4:45 on Saturday afternoon to hear the cracks of
the bats as the Winona State Warrior baseball team
opens up it 1986 season against North Dakota State and
the University of North Dakota.
Mitch Rosen will bring you the play-by-play live from
the Metrodome for both days, and a host of others will
give you the insights on the Warrior team.

AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST
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Bower: I don't care who won the
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Redeemer Lutheran
1664 Kraemer Drive
Office 452-3828
Sunday Services 8:00 a.m. and
10:30 a.m.
Bible Study 9:15

St. Martin's Lutheran
328 E. Broadway
Office 452-6928
Saturday services 5:p0 p.m.
Sunday 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
, Adult Education Hour 9:15
Pastor Richard Krenzke
Pastor Michael Fox
Counseling available

Pastor William Flesch

LC-MS Congregations
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The 'Silver Fox' keeps rollin' along
The "Silver Fox" just keeps
rollin' along.
That's probably one of the best
ways to describe the illuminous
career of Winona State head
baseball coach Gary Grob.
Though Grob has seen many
roster changes throughout his 19
years as coach, one thing hasn't
changed — his success. After a
tremendous 46-12 record season
for the Warriors a year ago, the
team needs just 23 wins to give
Grob his 500th career coaching
victory. His current record is 477240. Only in 1982 with a 20-25 record has a Grob-coached team
had a losing record.
But what seems to be more impressive is the quality of players
that the program has been able
to develop.
There have been 12 former
Winona State players to actually
sign a professional contract since
1969, the year Grob took over the
club from Luther McCown. Not
bad for a school the size of
Winona State.
There have been some others
that have made a name for themselves and others have been
given tryouts, but never signed,
such as Brian Barnholdt, a 1984
grad with a .350 career batting
average, who had a tryout with
the Pittsburgh Pirates rookie
league team.

Grob
Continued from page 17
as outfield, and Grob plans on
using Mosson at third during the
second game of double headers.
First base will be played by lefthanded hitting Ken Mallory and
right-handed hitter Dean Barkey.

The player to go the furthest
was Jeff Youngbauer, a 1975
grad who batted .348 in 102
career games. Youngbauer made
it as far as Triple A ball for the
Minnesota Twins.
But probably the most notable
ex-player that didn't sign a pro
contact is J.D. Barnette, who is
the head basketball coach at
Tulsa — a team that made the
NCAA basketball tournament.
Barnette actually played for McCown in 1966 when Grob was
then the assistant coach.
Barnette, who has been rumored to be a candidate for the Minnesota Gophers job, threw a nohit, 3-0 victory against Bemidji
State in 1965.
And speaking of no-hitters, Lee
Boettcher threw one in 1970 and
1972, before signing with the
New York Yankees in 1973.
Another prominent figure that
signed was Hank Zacharias, now
working for Austrailian Embassy
and is an Eastern scout for the
San Diego Padres. Zacharias is

the proud owner of a World Series ring from when the Padres
lost to the Detroit Tigers a couple
years ago.
Pitchers have been the most
popular signees from the Grobera. Spin Williams, who has the
9th highest career batting average in Winona State history at
.358, signed as a pitcher with
Pittsburgh in 1978.
There have been two seasons
in which there were three pitchers to sign. The 1973 squad,
which Grob calls his "best team
ever," saw Boettcher, Sam Shea
and Tad Bothwell all sign. Bothwell signed with Kansas City, but
Grob isn't sure quite who signed
Shea.
The 1973 team had everybody
back from the team that earned a
trip to the 1972 World Series, the
only time Winona State has gone
that far under Grob.
Also, the 1979 team saw Scott
Ender sign with the Cincinnati
Reds, Robin Rusch with the Toronto Blue Jays and Tim Fagley

with the Twins. All three left after
their respective junior seasons.
After the 1969 season, Dennis
Iverson signed with the Philadelphia Phillies but blew his arm out,
according to Grob. Danny Halvorsen signed as a pitcher in the
early 1970s, even though he was
a catcher at Winona State. Another early '70s grad, Bob Pierce,
also signed as a catcher.
But what is even more surprising is not who did sign as Winona
State players, but those people
who haven't signed, but are still a
part of our lives at Winona State.
Jon Kosidowski, administrative
assistant to the vice-president of
student affairs at Winona State,
is the fourth all-time leading hitter
with a .367 average. Kosidowski,
who was named an .AII-American
one season, also was a pretty fair
pitcher.
"I won't admit it to (Kosidowski), because I don't want him to
get the satisfaction, but he was
one of the smartest pitchers I've
seen," said Grob, a teammate of
Kosidowski's in 1962.
Other teammates off that 1962
team were Bob Lietzau, the
Winona State financial aid director, and Charlie Zane, director of
the student union. In 93 games,
Zane hit .335. Grob, himself, hit
.354 in 98 games, the school's
11th best average since 1919.

Both Mallory and Barkey will be
seeing some time in the outfield.
When Mosson isn't catching,
Grob will go to junior Kip Krzmarzick.
The Warrior pitching staff will
have talent, but it will also lack
depth.
Jon Wisecup, the ace of last
year's staff will return for his sen-

ior year after earning honorable
mention All-American status with
an 11-1 record.
Also returning to the rotation
will be Scott Mapes. Mapes was
7-1 last year, including one no-hit
performance.
Stepping into the third slot in
the rotation will be senior Todd
Kieffer. Kieffer started just three
games, but accumulated a 4-0 record and an impressive 2.45
earned run average.
The fourth spot in the rotation

is open, although freshman Brad
Lange will be gettting the nod in
Saturday's second game of the
double header in the Metrodome.
Grob mentioned. that Mike Kosidowski and Dave Repinski are
also in the running for the fourth
spot, as well as relief work.
Walseth will also be called
upon to do some pitching this
season. He pitched one inning
last year, picking up a save and
walking just one batter, while giving up no hits.

Try out Sat. Group
Horseback Lessons To
Music

Rosen:
NL WEST

Call Gayle at Big Valley 4543305
7 a.m. or p.m.

1) Los Angeles 2) Cincinnati 3) San Diego
4) Atlanta 5) San Francisco 6) Houston
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tap
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Open Daily
4:00 P.M.
Phone 452-1234

white
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111
0/ers
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1$01

Paph John Burger & Fries for
$2.95
Pitcher of Pepsi, Mountain Dew,
Diet Pepsi with any Pizza
purchase for 79 0 .
408 p.m. dining room only

Free Delivery
on Winona State Campus
529 Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSU.

Bower:
NI. WEST
1) Los Angeles 2) Cincinnati 3) San Diego
4) Atlanta 5) Houston 6) San Francisco

Tusa:
NL WEST
1) Los Angeles 2) Houston 3) Cincinnati 4)
San Diego 5) Atlanta 6) San FranciscO

NL EAST

NL EAST

NL EAST

1) Chicago 2) New York Mets 3) Montreal
4) St. Louis 5) Philadelphia 61 Pittsburgh

1) New York Mets 2) St. Louis 31 Chicago
4) Pittsburgh 5) Montreal 6) Philadelphia

1) New York Mets 2) St. Louis 3) Chicago
4) Montreal 5) Philadelphia 6) Pittsburgh

AL EAST

0

A milestone should be reached
this season for Grob. He needs
only 23 wins to pick up his 500th
career victory, an accomplishment that is as important to his
players as it is to him.
"I was here for his 400th,
450th and it would mean a lot to
me to be here for his 500th", said
Mosson.
Mosson, Vike, Walseth and
Wisecup will serve as this year's
captains.

Winonan Baseball Picks

Indoors—English & Western
Free transportation-Starts March 1
Certificates issued

PA PA
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One of the young Major
League players that may just
emerge as a star is Darren Daulton, a catcher for the Philadelphia Phillies.
Daulton was a boyhood chum
of Winona State pitcher Jon
Wisecup, who tied a Warrior
pitching record with 11 wins last
season, back in Arkansas City,
Kan., for about six years until
Wisecup's family moved to
Winona in 1976. Wisecup last
talked to Daulton a year ago
Christmas.
But
this
past
Christmas,
Winona State assistant coach
and former standout player Dean
Schulte spent a couple days with
his uncle Mike Boddicker, who is
finding back the groove that
made him one of the Major
League's top pitchers two year's
ago when he broke in with the
Baltimore Orioles.
"He had a little problem with
his changeup and control last
year," Schulte said. "Hopefully,
he'll have a good year."
Well, it seems that Boddicker
may be in form as the U.S. Today
newspaper had reported recently
that his changeup was working.

1) Toronto 2) New York Yankees 3) Boston
4) Detroit 5) Baltimore 6) Cleveland
7) Milwaukee

AL WEST
1) Kansas City 2) Chicago 3) Minnesota 4)
California 5) Oakland 6) Seattle 7) Texas

Picks
Continued from Page 18
World Series last year. This division is a joke. George Brett will
again prevail and the rest aren't
even worth mentioning.
Tusa: Only one sports magazine
picked Minnesota to win the AL
West. I will go with the Twinkees,
because everyone thinks the
Royals will win it. The Royals will
not win it. Either the Twins or the
White Sox will prevail with the
Royals a close second. Hrbek will
bounce back and Kirby Puckett
will make his move as a real superstar for the Twins.
NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST
Rosen: St. Louis cleaned up last
year in the NL East, the Cubs the
year before, and now they say it's

AL EAST
1) Baltimore 2) New York Yankees
3) Boston 4) Toronto 5) Detroit
6) Milwaukee 7) Cleveland

AL WEST
1) Kansas City 2) Minnesota 3) Chicago 4)
California 5) Oakland 6) Texas 7) Seattle

the Mets' turn. This is really a
toss-up division. If the Cubs
pitchers can come back from injuries, look for them to win the
division two games ahead of the
Mets.
If Keith Hernandez
Bower:
doesn't let his drug rap affect his
play and Gary Carter can stay
healthy, the Mets should be able
to catch St. Louis's thoroughbreds.
Tusa: The Cubs are getting old,
the Cardinals may be sold, so the
Mets will stand up bold to take
this crown, in what will be tabbed, "the most exciting divisional
race."
NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST
Rosen: There is no question in
my mind who will win this tough

AL EAST

1) Baltimore 2) Detroit 3) New York
Yankees 4) Toronto 5) Boston 6) Cleveland
7) Milwaukee

AL WEST
1) Minnesota 2) Chicago 3) Kansas City 4)
California 5) Oakland 6) Seattle 7) Texas

division — the L.A. Dodgers.
After looking at a roster of the
Dodgers, I don't remember seeing a stronger lineup. The key
things for the Dodgers will be
their offense and pitching staff.
The Dodgers will win the World
Series Championship in 1986.
Bower: Pete Rose will have the
Reds looking good again, but it
won't be enough to catch Tommy
Lasorda's blue bleeding Dodgers.
Tusa: Pete Rose won't be able to
lift the Reds like he did last year.
They'll still be tough, but this division belongs to tradition — Dodger tradition. Dodgers have the
best pitching staff and also Pedro
Guerrero, one of the league's
best players.
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Choosing a long distance
company is a lot like choosing
a roommate.

Ifs better to know what they're
like beforeyou move in.
Living with someone for the first time can be an
"educational" experience.
And living with a long distance company isn't any
different. Because some companies may not give you
all the services you're used to getting from AT&T
For instance, with some companies you have to
spend a certain amount before you qualify for their
special volume discounts. With some others, voice
quality may vary.
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be any
surprises when you move in. You'll get the same highquality, trouble-free service you're used to.
With calls that sound as close as next door. And
discounts off our Day Rate on your state-to-state calls.

With savings of over 50% during weekends until 5pm
Sundays, or nights from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through
Friday. And 40% discounts evenings between 5pm and
llpm, Sunday through Friday.
With AT&T, you'll continue to get services like immediate credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.
And long distance operators to help you anytime there's
a problem on the line.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T Because whether you're into Mozart
or metal, quality is the one thing everyone can agree
on. Call 1 800 222-0300 for more information or to
choose AT&T
Reach out and touch someone
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AT&T
The right choice.

